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Secretary Daniels Says

Nowhere Are the Teutons Able
Will Continue to Defy Foe
to Make Any Progress Owand Keep Men and Supplies
ing to the Resistance Made
Moving to France,
by Entente Soldiers.

Every State in the Union Ex- 'Prussia Wickedly Sought War, Working of Selective Service
It Is the Determination of
Regulations Noticeably Betcept Arizona Is Called Upon
That
American
ter
Than It Was Year Ago.
the
More
to Mobilize
People
RegiShe Shall Have War.'
strants for Army Service.
Washington Says,

t;

U. S.

STRIKE AT COAST-WIS- E
FURY OF INVADERS HAS
SHIPS UNPREVENTABLE
NOT YET BEEN CHECKED

NEW MEXICO TO SEND

CRITICS

GOVERNMENT
ALSO

QUOTA TO CAMP CODY

E
PER CENT
EXPECTED TO BE FIT

SEVENTY-FIV-

SCORED

ROUNDLY

4MMMSBM

Long Stretch of Sea to Protect
and Limited Number of
stroyers Available Make
ttacks Possible.

De-
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Washington, June 5. Whatever the
purpose of the submarine raid oft the
Atlantic coast and whatever number
of submarines hereafter may come to
American
waters there will he no
check on the flow of men and munitions to Trance, Secretary Daniels
said today.
"The great duty of our navy," said
lie, "is to keep open
the door to
France; to carry our men and munitions to the great bottle front and to
guard food supplies for our
That has been accomplished
thUH far and we will continue to keep
the road open."
The navy department had no further advices at noon today from the
patrol fleet hunting down the submarine that was last heard from off the
Virginia and Maryland coasts.
Naval officials are proceeding o
the theory that many submarines mas
be off the coast or may be expected to

arrive, although they have nothing

to

Indicate that more than two have been
American destroyors and
operating.
other small craft were sent abroad for
in
war zone, it was full?
the
work
realised
that submarine raids in
American waters were entirely possible and the entire coastal patio!
service has been built up on that assumption.
Destroyers Needed Abroad.
Viewed from a purely American
disstandpoint officiate believed the forpatch of the swift naval craft to
eign waters was unwarranted, but
Anieric.
troops could not be Rent to
't jauce ?'h,n Tiftf degree" o"t Swurfty
and the 1'nited States could not take
its fair share of th burden of war
unlebs they went. That was the consideration that Impelled the government to cast prudence aside and to
rush the ships abroad.
Without question It was felt the
key to the shipping situation the
neck of the bottle was abroad where
ships must converge. That neck must
be kept open at any hazard and tho
navy has kept it open. Not an outward bound troopship under American convey has been successfully assailed.
Meanwhile It has been realized thai
the length of the American coast line
number of swift deand the limited
stroyers that- could be retained at
home made it possible for raiders to
strike at coastwise traffic or even at

the transports.

Admiral Benson has been watching
this phase of naval preparation and
has felt that months of drill and practice crulBing without a single attack
might make the natrol forces stale.
Tteeentlv he visited Atlantic coast defense districts.

His inspection

hardly been completed when the
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This photograph hIiows Mi'iilcii.iiit Allan ,1. Window or Chicago standOreat masses of artillery and large ing iM'si.li- - the
in which he brought down Uie.llr-- l (.crnian plane
numbers of troops are being used by credited to an airplane
American flyer. Curie Sam's planes bear us their insignia
'
the Germans in almost continuous
a lial within a ring as shown ou the body of the plane.
but notwithstanding this fact the
held
strongallied line everywhere has
ly and at several points the defenders have taken tilt offensive and improved their positions.
THREE TORPEDOES FRENCH STEAMER
Standing out in sharp contrast
Isagainst previous communcations
sued by the German war office, claiming gains by feats of arms or the falling back of the allies, is the announceUSED TO DESTROY
HAS A THRILLING
ment made in Berlin
Wednesday
bat-tyle-

night.
"Ou the battle front the siutation is
unchanged," says the announcement.
still are suffering
The Germans
heavy casualties in their unsuccessful

TROOP TRANSPORT

BATTLE KITH SUB

assaults.

IMiciniH Rcing llomlutrdcd.
Along the Marne front there has
been no further fighting of great moin the
ment, allbwuh
vicinity of
Jiheims
arillfory has "begun a violent bombardment, which
probably indicates another infantry
attack in this region, which has been
relatively quiet for several days.
The American troops in the Lur.e-vill- e
sector daily are snowing their
merit. Wednesday witnessed another
venture carried out by them, thirty of
the men attacking the German lines
and penetrating them to the third defenses and assaulting the 200 occupants with rifles, bayonets and grenades.
Losses to the enemy were numerous
while the American casualties were
very small.
The Germans seemingly are fearful
of the band of warriors in the Lune-vill- o
sector, for ihey tgain have Increased the rain of snells of all kinds,
(Continued on Page Two.)
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Vice Admiral Sims Cables Tanker.
s&mes D es t ruction
Details of Destruction of
by Timely Arrival of U. S,
the President- Lincoln by
Destroyer Which Answers
German Sub on May 21.
S, 0. S, Call, Chases Foe,
-
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June 5. A detailed
Washington,
story of the torpedoing of the American transport President Lincoln cabled to the navy department today
by Vice Admiral Sims says the small
loss of life was due to the excellent
seamanship of the ship's captain.
men lost their lives in the
Twenty-si- x
sinkings. The admiral's report reads:
"The President Lincoln was struck
simultaneously by three torpedoes on
May 21 and sank in eighteen minutes. Three other vessels were in
company with her at the same time.
The crew and passengers abandoned
the ship in excellent order. All passengers, Including the sick, were saved. The submarine, which sank her
left the vicinity immediately and returned about 2 p. m., looking for the
captain and apparently for other vessels engaged in rescue.
"The two destroyers, which Admir-

CO

al Sims described us being excellently handled, arrived on the scene in
a surprisingly short time. One of

them brought

lY MONIN JOURNAL tPKIAL LIMI1 UII)
London, Juno 5. Several persons
were killed by explosions or drowned
in the capsizing of a life boat from
the steamer Kenllworth Castle which
reached a British port today in a crippled condition as n, result of collision.
A number of persons are al.so reported
to be missing. The steamer had on
board about .'100 passengers and mail
from South Africa. Tho explosions
followed the collision.
The Kenllworth Castle is a steamer of 12,975 tons and is owned bythe
Union Castle Steamship company.

500

survivors and the

other brought the remaining survivors to a European port.
'Admiral Sims states that the small
loss of life was due to the thorough
discipline of ships company and the
excellent seamanship of the captain
of the IJ. S. 8. Lincoln, Commander
P. W. Foote, U. S. N. The army senior officer present with the detachment commanded the work of the
navy highly.
"Admiral Sims reports that he Intends Bonding the survivors home on
a troop transport in the near future.
None of the survivors w&s seriously
Injured."

STEEL SUPPLY TO

90 Out of 100 Yanks

Hurt in Cantigny

Fight
(V
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THE WEATHER

Sunshine State is Ordered to Speech Delivered at Com- 'Force, Force to tho Utmost,
mencement Exercises of Coand Force Without Stint
rurnish 500; Registration of
lumbia
AtHas Its Echo in Operation
University;
Lansing
1,000,000 Yesterday
and
of Draft.
tended by Perfect Order.
Reading Get Decrees,

Are

They
After
Assault
Launching
Continue
Assault; Germans
to Suffer Heavy Casualties,
Along

(V

had

some-month- s

'

The alllrs' stone wall of resistance
still is being opposed to the Hermans
Soissons to
from
on 'the
battle
Nowhere is the
Chateau
Thierry.
enemy making progress.
The fury of the invaders, however,
has not yet been checked, for all along
the front they are launching assault
after assault on various sectors in the
give
hope that the allied ranks mayenable
further ground which would
curve
the
out
to
the cnemv
straighten
in the line from
northwest of Hoissons, to Troesnes,
which lies southwest of

raid-

ers arrived.
Vessel Adequately Guarded.
Already It has been shown, officials
say, that precautions taken to guard
departing troops and munition vessels have proved adequate. Efforts
to
to furnish additional protection
coastwise shipping are now being
coastsome
cases
of
mado. In
fleets
ers may be assembled to bo nassed
one district
from
under
convoy
along
guns and
it the neywill beUndoubtedly
furnished In many
gunners
cases. Every skipper who wants them
will be provided with weapons with
which to hit back.
Naval officials believe the tanker
Herbert I. Pratt, sunk off the Delaware eapes but later raised and towed
to port, struck a mine left by the
,
In seeking tho motive for the raid
officials can reach no other conclusion than that the Berlin authorities
planned to extend their general theorv
of terrorizatlon to these waters, honing to create a panic which would
force withdrawal of submarine chasers
of troop
abroad or the, suspension
movements.
Blockade Is Impossible,
It was pointed out that should it be
the purpose of the fterman admiralty
to attempt to blockade American
ports and send many submarines, the.
pressure abroad would be relaxed and
positions could
ships from British
move with increased freedom. On the
other hand the great extent of the
oast line, the connection
American
ports by means of canals and sounds
and many other conditions would tene1
to make impossible a successful blockThese are some of
ading operation.
the reasons that Incline officials to
believe that it is only a sea foray with
which they have to deal. It may he
repeated. It is not possible to prevent
Its repetition nor can enough additional boats be turned out in
to make It possible.
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Ninety out of
every hundred American soldiers
wounded In the Cantigny battle

,

MAY BE CUT OFF

5.

will recover.
This is the judgement of the
principle aurgeone In the Amer- -'
lean army medical corps, which
Is caring for them.
The wounded were brought away from tho
fighting line without delay when
the battle was at its bitterest.
Wounded have been brought to
American hospitals In the neigh-hoo- d
of Paris, both from Cantigny and Veullly wood.
General Mcritte Ireland, chief
surgeon of tho American expedi-- .
tlonarv force, has surrounded
himself with prominent surgeons
among them civilian specialists of
all kinds, besides the regular
army medical corps. One specialist, familiar In the medical profession In America, gold today:
i
"It is the civilian population In
America which may suffer for
lack of medical attention. It
seems that most of the great men
t In all branches of American me'd- lclne already are In France." ,.
(

PLANTS

NON-WA- R

Will Recover

lAIO wii
Data indicating that a steel shortage exists,
and that the government and allied
reoulrements will necessitate the vir
industries
tual cutting off of non-wfrom their steel supply, win oe given
the war Industries board tomorrow by
J. I Leonard Replogle, director of
IM HORN.xa JOJRXA! RPtOAl
Washington, June 5.

ar

steel sli iidI v on the board.
It was saif! tonight that one of the
enter iactora in xne biuuiiiuii is uib
vast extension of the American mili
tary program. In addition, the allies
are asking for increasing quantities or
steel plates and ordnance material.
The steel mills now have on their
books unfilled orders for steel approx
imating 17,000,000 tons which is a
little more than hair of the entire output for last year.
Opposition to further curtailment of

IHV
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Washington, June 5. The story of
the captain of .the French taker
attacked by a submarine off
the Maryland coast yesterday, reached
the navy department today showing
that the raider had fired fifteen shots
at the Frenchman from long range
before an American destroyer answering "S. O. S." appeared.
The destroyer pussed full speed
ahead toward the enemy which
promptly submerged. When tho destroyer reached the spot whero the
had disappaered the' Radio-lein- e
was too far away to see whut
None or the shots hit the
happened.
tanker and three which she fired at
the raider went over.
The captain said the submarine was
so big that when his lookout sighted
htr six miles away he reported her
as an AmcrkuTi destroyer.
The destroyer passed full spoed
ahead toward the enemy, which
promptly submerged.
llcparl incuts Summary.
Following is the navy department's
summary of the Frenchman's story:
"The submarine wag so big that at
first the lookout thought it was an
Ho was about
American destroyer.
six miles from the Uadlolcine. The
submarine w hen sighted lay about two
d
sailing
lengths from a
ship (probably the schooner Kdward
K. Itaird, Jr., which later wbh bombed
and sunk), and the lookout "reported
it to tho captain as a destroyer. But
the captain with his glasses recognized
it as a submarine. Tho captain was In
doubt as to the nationality so did not
his guns, lie
fire, but manned
changed his course from east to west
and the submarine opened fire, but
the Frenchman still held his fire until
the submarine fired the second time.
Then he fired, range about 12,000
meters.
"The submarine fired between fifteen and twenty shots. The Frenchman heard two shots about fifteen
minutes beforo he sighted the submarine. He believes that these were
fired to stop the sailing ship.
Suffered no Cumiultle.
"Tho Itadioleine wag making good
speed while getting away. No shots hit
her. No damage was dune, and there
.
wire no casualties.
"The destroyer passed the Radio-leln- e
at 8:10 milking all speed heading
in the direction of the submarine.
Apparently tho destroyer did not see
the submarine until the Itadioleine
changed course to starboard, as the
captain of the Itadioleine purposely
kept botween the submarine and the
destroyer so the submarine would not
'
seethe destroyer.
,
"As soon as tho submarine saw the
destroyer he submerged. The captain
did not see the submarine again and
is unable to tell what the
destroyer
did because tho Itadioleine was too
far away when the destroyer reached
the spot whero the submarine disap-
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Braves Voto to Work.'
Boston, Mass., June. S. All the
Players of the Boston National league
team' voted at a meeting held before
the game with Chicago today, to enter
industries has reached at the close of the. season,' If they are
such proportions that doubt is ex- not drafted before that time, some
pressed in ome quarters that any Im- occupation classed by the government
mediate curtailment will follow this as .'"useful." Four members - of the
'
in the draft.
team are In class
report.
.

MHRNINO

Washington, June n. While a million young Americans Jnt turned 21
were registered today for service in
the war for world freedom, orders
went out from the office of Provost
Marshal General 'rowder to the governors or .'ill st.ilen except Arizona for
ihe mobilization between June 24 and
2K of 200.000
more registrants. This
was in addition
to 40.000
negro
'lien
reiiuisilinned
from
today
Mates
twenty
and
the
brings
total
number
of
serv- selective
ice men culled to the colors to
t.r,!i"i.7u4, nnd when they are in camp
the nation's army will number well
2,000.000 men.
ivr
The registration today apparently
was attended by the perfect order
that marked the enrolling n year ago
of 10,000,000 men.
The men who registered today have
become of aue since the first reglstra-- t
rat Ion day, June 5, 1917. Military
authorities estimate that from their
'umber 'hero will he had 760,000 men
fit for active duty.
While an act of congress requires
that the new registrants be placed at
the bottom of the class to which they
are assigned, ninny of them may soon
be called to the
colors as today's
reouisitlon upon 'governors
probably
'
will exhaust the first clans Id some
states. While no formal explanation
was made, this was believed to have
linen the reason why Arizona was not
included in today's call.
Iteglstruiion K.very Three Months,
Registration days for men becoming 21 years of age probably will be
fixed exery three months hereafter.
It Is estimated that 1,000,000 men become of age yearly and the new registrants are expected to go far toward
keeping up the first class in each state
for which thus far all men for the
national army have been drawn.
Assignments for the men called lo
the colors under today's order indicate the rapidity with which troops
now are moving oversells. In nearly
evry instance the areregistrants tounder
naassigned
today's requisition
tional cantonments, whereas rocently
when rails were made it was necessary to send the men to national
guard, regular army and other camps,
beeause the cantonments were filled.
Illinois Is directed to furnish 28,500
men under the latest call, more than
double the number called from Now
York, which is second on thn list.
Pennsylvania Is to furnish 12,000 nnd
Minnesota 1.000.
Quotas and Camp Assignments.
The quotas and camp assignments
for western states include:
California 6,000, to Camp Kearny,
Calif.
Colorado I.GOO to Camp Cody, N. M.
Kansas 5,000 to Camp Funston,
Kans.; 1.000 to Cnmp Cody, N. M.
New Mexico 500 to Camp Cody,
X.
Texas 0.000 to Camp Travis, Tex.
The house military committee today
by Chairman
reported a resolution
Pent making retroactive the bill bason
the number
ing the draft quotas,
of men in class one so as to legalize
as to the
any exceeding of authority
number or quoin which may have
in
the
first
drafting of
been made
men.

NORWEGIAN

SIP

DESTROYED NEAR
VIRGINIA CAPES
l RR.,L LI AIIB WIRtl
Washington, June 5. Sinking by a
Oerman submarine of the Norwegian
steamer Gibs, about forty miles off
the Virginia capes at 5 o'clock yesthe
terday afternoon, was reporteda tonaval
navy department tonight by
cargo ship. The entire crew was
IRV MORN!N

JO

rescued today.

.

CLOTHING SHORTAGE
ACUTE IN GERMANY
New Tork, June 5. Tho scarcity of
clrthlng In flermany m resulted in
an order that all municipalities nego-tiat- o

with societies for the Ml'.llzatioii
of materials used for hall decoration..
says the Berlin Tageblatt. The imperial clothing board has been forced to
deny the applications of communities
for the delivery of clothing and linen
for city children sent to tbp country,
because of the scarcity of suppHei.
Worn footwear and old leather may
be sold to persons and lioards designated by the Imperial board for shoe
supply.
Tho same holds good as to nil finished goods In whole or In part of
leather such as trunks and hut ftr.d
helmet boxes, footballs, dice bor.t.
saddles, school knapsacks, na."nessci,
card cases.
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of
York, June S. "
peace based on "perpetuation f
am criticisms of the government unit ihe conduct of
lie war
"which are not constructive" were
condemned by .Secretary
State Lansing here today.
"Prussia having wicked, y fought
war." the secretary said, "li Is ho
of the Amcriinu people
that "Prussia shall have wa. and
more war until the ery thought of
war is iibhi.i eiit to lie Prussian
mind."
Mr. Lansing spoke at tho commencement exercis-- s of Columbia university, which centered upon im and
upon Lord Reading, tie? Hiitisli ambassador, the honorary degree of doctor of laws.
"In the gigantic task of waging the
war," Secretary Lansing said, "let us
continually look behind to see where
wo stumbled but let us look forward
so that we do not stumble again. For
the critic or public annus who is
or
manifestly inspired by political
selfish motives, by conceit or by tl de-- .
sire for notoriety, I have u profound
.
fiinlfmlit
"As we turn deaf ears to xommon
suggestions at home, in wo must not
relent' our efforts to listen to Insincere suggestion sot peace filtering
.A Prussian
through frqm Gerpiuns
peace would only postpone the fltinl
struggle.
i.
I' i, nn I'.nd M Pr i nia-ii"ft Is tl:,- - h'.. '' mie tasl; oj initiat'I o
to
PraKslcmsin.
an
end
to
ion
put
for a Prussian
listen to proposals
peace to compromise with the butchers of individuals and of nations so
that they would by agreement gain a
benefit iiy their crime would be to
compound an International felony,
which this republic will never do."
Mr. Lansing' declared that, force is
fbo nnlir wnv "lo nn,1 Prussia nlsm be
cause tt is the only thing which the
Prusrlon respects.
He recognizes the enemy as strong
and stubborn and predicted a bitter
struggle, but predicted "u day of complete victory, for the Supreme Ruler
nf Utn Pniverne ennld not declare oth
erwise. He had Imposed upon us and
our allies tho task of freeing mannina
from tho curse of avarico and inhuNew

I

;

i

manity."

Lord Reading rated the wisdom and
Justice of President Wilson as on" of
Ihe greatest assets of the allies.

30
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With the American Army In France,
Juiio 5 (by the Associated Press).
An American
patrol of thirty men
penetrated to the enemy third lines
In the Lunevillo
sector early this
The Americans encountermorning.
ed 200 Germans and attacked them
with grenades, bayonets and bullets.
The fight lasted twenty minutes
and many losses were inflicted on the
enemy. The American loss was extremely light.

Did Some

Low-Dow- n

Sneak Try to Play

Joke on Congress?

Washington, June 5, Reprc
sctitative Randall of California, a
prohibition advocate,, speaking in
the house today, on a recent al- leged discovery of empty beer nd
whisky bottles In the house oflioa
building expressed the belief that
the bottles had been placed n the
building as a means of discredit-

.

,
ing prohibition.
"I do not object to giving the
gentleman from California unanimous consent to speak on this
subject, but ne Is Just as liablo to
be the victim W having empty
bottles planted outside Vs house
to discredit him In the ( lection as
'
any member of this body, said
of
Moore
PennsylRepresentative
vania,
s
Mr. Randell declared the
evidently were placed In the
building from a Junk shop.
lot-tie-

(V
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June fi. Today, on
Washington.
the anniversary of America's first
mnn power mobilization, another
n
youths, tho estimated strength
of the class of 1S18, renister on the
first station of the Journey
to th
'
colors. '
When their draft registration cards
come into their hands, they come to
tho disposition of a swift, smoothly-workin- g
and practiced organliatiori:
whose agencies in every countryside,
hamlet and city of the land have assumed successfully the task of discriminating between the nation's need
for men who can fight or work, and
its additional need for men at home
to support its dependent population. .,
Growing Army lrussia's Doom. ,i
Observers, foreign and domestic
military and civilian alike, class the
performance to date under the American selective service law as the most
tnngibly successful of its military efforts, and regard the accretion to the
man power reservoir of the youngsters,
who hud not reached their majority
one year ago as the most certain assurance of the final downfall of the
Prussian autocracy. Re It near or far,
the day of allied victory cannot t)
evaded, the practical military view is.
so long as the rising
flood of the
Ameiicttii
arnirt!. ariH.d, equipped
and equipping, can fco turned o (he
Muropean battle front.
Provost Marshal General Crowder,
who supervises the draft, fixes the
tentative number given above for the
day's new total, and likewise from
the experience tables of the year
places the number of potential soldiers to be added to the list today at
700,000, concluding that the lass will
be 7"i per cent composed of military
effectives.
,
Million and Half Raised.
As they assemble at the reglsterine.
stations today the total of men raised
by the draft In the United States fori
its armies will pass 1,300,000. Before the end of the present month
total will have passed
500,000, for the Immense military ma
chine that owes Its existence to thsj
readiness of plain Americans to fight
Is moving forward to a goal that will
meet President Wilson's demand for
"force, force to the utmost, and force
'
without stint."
The 4,500 local boards throughout
the country who take the burden of
the work have named' registering
clerks for every 100 of the young men
within their Jurisdiction.
Men absent
unavoidably from their homes on registering day may apply to any board
for their cards. Names as recorded
will pass Into the existing classlflnif
tions of registered men and, In accordance with their physical qualifications, their status as to dependents
and as to industrial or agricultural
occupations, they will be assigned to
class one, two, three, four or five.
The overwhelming majority, however,
as, Indicated by the estimate given, that
provost marshal generul expects to'
find placed In class one.
,
Qualifications Factor.They will go to tb foot Of the list
In
each
1817
of
class, and
registrants
will not be called, the regulations' provide, until those above them have been
taken, unless by trade or education
they are fitted for specialized "army
service, then they may be called sooner. The system of determining the
order of their call as among themselves tho provost murehsl ireneral has
not yet fixed, but the genera! expectation is that some sort. of a'lottery of
the typo previously used, will be conducted on a national scale. Tet of this
officials are not certain, because the
recurring draft calls come more
swiftly, and run to larjer totals now,
and the classification has come to
be more important than the numbers.
A late order number will setve only
to postpone for a few days the Inevitable call to the training ramps.
National purpose to see that no Individuals evade service Is expressed
in the regulations, wherein are voiced
the command of the government to
peace officers of all descriptions. United States marshals, secret service men
and city police, that they shall assist
exemption boards In scanning llsW
and combing out attempted evaders of
the registration.
show that no
Figures available
other country participating In the
resources In
great war has the actual States
has.
men that tho United
gainst thf provost marshal general's
Amerithe
for
estimate of 1.000,000
can military class of 1918, which Is
adTled to the almost 10.000.000 total
of 1917, can be placed the German
annual increment ef 600,000, tha
French of 400,000 and the Italian of
classes In
3SO.0O0.
And all these
other countries have been called In
advance.
mlr-lio-
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Heavy Rain at

tllaln at Mountalnair.

F.I

Pa.

.

V

Rain last
F.l Paso, Tex., Juen S.
Mountainalr, N. M., June 5. The
atopped
drouth was broken here this week by night flooded the streets,
some
damage)
a good rain. The precipitation being stret car traffic and did
districts
In
suburban
the
to property
much greater In the surrounding
flood
vicln-,lttheir
mountains
where the
pour
country than In the Immediate
wuters onto the tableland.
of Mountalnair.
y

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, June

6, 1918.
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LAWN

DESTROYED

variety of Lawn Sprinklers
and y&u ought to find just
the Sprinkler you are wanting in our stock.

Bl FOE'S

to $4.50

Steamer and Two
Schooners Reported Sunk,
Bringing the Total Number
of Victims to Thirteen,

Norwegian

See the
"OTTUMWA

ALL

STEEL"

LAWN MOWER

0NIN

JOURNAL

PtCIAL

Prices $11.00 to $16.00

Divers Have Not Returned to
Their Bases, as Was Predicted; in No Case So Far
Has a Torpedo Been Used,

Boston Cotton and Rubber
Garden Hose
Guaranteed to Satisfy

Feet Length

MOSNINW

$6.00 to $10.00

JOURNAL

S.fCIAL LtAICO
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New York, June 0.
sels, a Norwegian

LIAtlO

The text of the statement reads:
During the day the enemy at different points renewed his efforts to
repulsed
advance, but was everywhere
with serious losses. An attempt to
cross the llise near Monlulagache
completely failed.
"North of the Alsne our counterattacks regained ground near Vingre.
We captured more man one numnt-and fifty prisoners and some machine
guns.
- ,h. rsinun it Lomrnont the
'Germans who had succeeded in mak
ing some progress around l navigny
farm were driv.n out, leaving in oure
hands about fifty prisoners.
else our positions were main-

Two mole vessteamship und one
schooner, were added to the list of
"bios known to have been sunk by the
Oermans submarines which am raidwaters. The total
ing in American
"It It's Hardware Wc Have It." now stands at thirteen five steamer;
and
schooners.
eight
7
North First Street
The fact that stood outmost prom- tained.
inently in the day's developments is
"Our aviators were very active in
that the
still are operating the whole fighting none. Four enemy
liruiiuiit down and
iukiv
near the coast and have not returned ....... i,
to their bases, assuming that the two two captive baloons burned. An
which already have been identified
HAV E
machine on a grand model, havare the only ones on this side of the nB f
motors, was brought down
Atlantic.
Ion the night of June 1, In the region
This was demonstrated when the lot
Its crew of
Norwegian steamer Kidsvold was sunk eight men were made prisoner.
111
off the Virginia capes late yesterday.
The locution of the attack shows also
that Hie submarines are moving steadily southward, if they are the sainf
WlSC
imiiH.L
oin s which attacked shipping almost
Juno l 4. A.1 Belgian
at the gateway to New York harbor.
Paris.
Tuesday,.....
.
t.x.lirlit
The navy department reported yester- oriiclal communication ibim,-"- ,
day tin encounter between a destroyer Picardv and in Lorraine where our
and a submarine off the coaVt of tlllery activity today, especially near
Maryland.
NieHport. ihir artillery vigorous.
None of the vessels reported sunk bombarded the enemy batteries and
mi motxma jousnal mci'.i. Liasio w,ri
e
was
to
bv
a
this
the
bottom
far
seiiyf
ilts destructive lire effectively quieted
El Paso, Tex., June 0. Twenty-fivIt rs considered certain that Ittie enemy cannon east oi .mpui'"veniremen were excused today in the torpedo.
thirty-fourt- h
district court when the the undersea craft carry torpedoes
work of securing a Jury for Hie trial and that they are conserving them in
of the William G. Russell murder case the hope that they may get an oppor- a
was started. All said they had form- tunity sooner or later to attack
(V HOKNINO JOURNAL IMCUl
ed opinions of the guilt or innocence transport loaded with ammunition or
Berlin via London, June 5. '"Sue-f,,- i
of Russell, who is a banker and cat- troops. The unarmed merchant ships
have been attacked thus far
o.iunneeu In Flanders brought
tleman of Lubbock, Tex. He is which been
sent to the bottom by the sonic prisoners," says the official
have
charged with the murder of Charles use
of bombs and shell fire..
irom genera,
communication
Qualey, a mine owner, here January
Possibility that vessels (kill unre- quarters today.
2.
No Jurors were obtained today.
g
"On the whole front lively
The Qualey killing was one of. the ported may have been sunk wasof seen
the
continued and the
most sensational ever known in this in a statement ofC. the muster
activity
Samuel
Mangel, who arbattle revived temporarily."
city. Qualey, a well known club nfan. cehooner
with his rescued artillery
today
mir miccesses on the
was standing in front of the Hotel rived here
Me declared he was told by the
crew.
inwas
and
bank of the Alsne we threw
shot
Sheldon when he
southern
commander of the submarine which back the enemy toward Ambleny and
stantly killed. The killing occurred destroyed his ship that the
had
during the rush hour of the evening sunk three steamers, one passenger Outry and captured his positions ia
and Pioneer Plaza, where the killing
Dommiers.
n,ua lncnl fltrhtfrig activity
with people. liner, anil three schooners, last Satoccurred was crowded
been
No
vessels
have
reported
urday.
to
tune
at
was
the
said
The shooting
ow both- - sides' of the Ourcq. Other
hav. hMn on nftermolh ft n KeW sunk that asday.
remains uncnaiig- situatUO
known the only loss of wise the
fer
Yar's wafch party at another Joca'li lifeSo was
ied."
and
New
York
aboard
the
hotel two nights before. Kussell was
Rico liner Carolina and that
here from Lubbock to buy cattle and Porto
established tonight at ENEMY UNABLE TO GAIN
had arranged to leave the following was definitely
sixteen
only
by revised figures comday.
GROUND AGAINST ALLIES'
showing that
While the sheriff was calling a spe- piled hy the company vessel
the
only 218
cial venire of 200 men, the court took there were aboard
1
1
makADAMANT STAND IN WEST
in the crew,
and
a recess at noon until tomorrow morn- passengers
a total of 32'.), instead of 350, as
ing
se10
of
work
at
o'clock
when
the
ing
reported. AH those who
lecting a Jury to try Hussell will be originally evidently
(Continued
were lost from the
perished
v
resumed.
lifeboat which arrived yesterday at
were
pasthem
of
Ten
Including gas, upon and behind the
locomotives
are now lw'es, Pel.
praise is in-to
sengers and six were members of the American line. Unstinted for
Used In 21 states, on f,3 railroads anil crew.
their
be given the Americans
on. 32,000 miles of track in this countrepidity.
no
been
still
A
has
total
There
try. They consume 42,000,000 barrtla
family of four, whose ages
241 years, supports itself comfort usly of the battle on the l'rant In Flanders
Cf oil yearly.
facand
Pieardy where he British are howCoshocron
on ten acres of grotfhd in
The enemy,
ing the Germans.
county, Ohio.
Journal Want Ads brlmr results.
bombardviolent
out
ever, is carrying
ments on various sectors. In the
Amiens sector near Morlancourt, the
Germans made an attempt to capture
a British position but were repulsed,
the British taking some prisoners.
Near Lens, the British also captured u
number of Germans.
mm
V. I
Mil
k.
M
( 'n til official
reports credit the Rus
sians with a victory over the Turks
and Oermans in the. Kara district 'of
The enemy is reported to be in retreut and liiassacrelng
the, population.
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EVERY MAN IN R0SWELL
WHO IS ABLE TO WORK
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One Diamond For Every

Three Cars' la America

...

are" buying Diamond T Tires '. in
that over 2,000,000 are now in'
service easily, one for every three cars in America.)
i
This patronage is significant when you consider
that the big demand for Diamonds comes from
motorists who have used them in previous years and
insist upon Diamond mileage again.
I
Such demand can be commanded only bytiresj
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part played
by American machine gunners in the
defense
of the Chateau
Thierry
bridges is classed ry Reuters corres
French'
at
headquarters usj
pondent
worthy to stand with the achievements
of the American infantry recently, at
Under date of Monday the
Cantigny.
correspondent writes:
"On Friday when the Germans were
already in the outskirts of Chateau
fun
Thierry an American machine
unit was hurried thl.her in motor
lorries. Tho Americans had scarcely
reached their quarters when news was
received that the Germans had broken
into the northern part of Chateau,
Thierry, having made their way
through the gap driven in our lines to
the left of the town and then pouring
along the streets to the M idge, intending to establish themselves firmly on
the south bank and capture the town.
"The American machine gunners and
French colonials were thrown into
I'hautcau Thierry together. The Americans immediately took over the defense of ihe river bank, especially the
approaches to the bridge. Fighting
with their habitual courage and using
their guns with an accuracy which
woil the. highest encomiums from the
French, they brought the enemy to a
H.andstill."
'I'eiilons Driven I rom Town.
"Already wavering under the American fire the Germans were counterattacked by the French colonials and
driven from the town. They returned
to the attack the next night Jtnd under cover of darkness crept into the
town along the river bunk and began
to work their way through the streets
toward the main bridge. At the same
moment a tremendous artillery bombardment was opened upon the southern half of the town.
"When within range, of the machine
guns, the Germans advanced under
cover of clouds of thick white smoke
bombs, in order to baffle the aim of
the American gunners. The surprise,
however, was in store for them. They
were already crossing the bridges evidently believing themselves masters-oboth hanks, when a thunderous explosion blew the center of the bridge and
a number of Germans with It Into the
river. Those who reached the southern bank were immediately captured.
"In this battle in the streets and
again at night the young American
soldiers showed a courage and determination which aroused the admiration of their French colonial comrades. With their machine guns they
covered tho withdrawal of troops
across the bridge before its destruction and although" under severe fire
themselves, kept all the approaches
to the bank under a rain of bullets
which nullified all tho subsequent efforts of the enemy to cross the river."
Kvery attempt of the Germans to
elude the vigilance of the Americans
resulted In disaster tc them.
"Muring the last two days the
enomy has renouneed the occupation
of the northern
part of Chateau
Thierry which the American machine
guns have made untenable. It now
belongs to No Man's Land, as since
the destruction of the bridgeH It is not
worth while for the French to garrison it.
"Against their casualties the Americans can set
much greater loss inflicted l y thtr bullets on the. enemy.
borne
have
their full part In
They
what a French staff officer well qualified to judge described ns "one of the
finest feats of the war."
'
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flt. Johns, ,N.
June 5. The hark
Altllla and tho schooner Ruth Hickman of this port have been torpedoed
while on a passage from Gibraltar to
St. Johns, It was announced here tonight. The crews were suved.

TIRES

"Get your coal out of the way of
SWASTIKA will
the government."
not slack In your bins. Put In lumps
oat
take
and
lumps, hard and hot.
GIBHON-FALUMBER COMPANY.
...
Phon 333.
..
.

...

My Internal mthQit for the .treatment and
turmanent .cure of piles is the correct one.
ThouRaiKia 'upon thoiiHfinris ef cured oaaea
testify in Hi in, and 1 want you to try thla
method nt my expenne.
Nil matter whether your ease la of Ionic
atandlnff or recent development whetht-- r it
whether It la wcaaional
ia chronic or acul,'
or pormanent you nhould send fur thta tree
trial treatment.
where you live no matter
No matter
If you are
'what your nRe or occupation
troubled with pilen. my method wltl relieve
you promptly.
I especially
.int to send It to tlmse apparently hopeless cases where all forma of
ointments, salves, and other local applications have failed.
1
want you to realize that my method of
treating piles Is the one infallible treatment.
This llhernl offer of free treatment Is ton
Important for you to nefrtect a single day.
Write now. Send no money. Simply mall
the coupon but do this now TODAY.

ReacfyitrEat
-Delicious.Th3ts

an Inland lake by Joint agreement
tho navy department of t'io two

The Lawyers club of the city met at
their regular monthly luncheon in the
dining rooms cf the Young Men's
Christian Association at noon yesterday. Senator Isaac Barth addressed
the lawyers on the subject, "Women's
Property Rights in New Mexico."
Mrs. Perrin, a guest of honor( was
presented with a silver dish by the
assembled attorneys.

T''T

"itt

A CONSERVATION
FOOD:

5'

weather.

by the

Seaplane flying Is quite a different
from that of
laridplane
flying. In both the landing Is difficult, but in seaplane flying the landing cannot be made without danger
If there is mist hanging over the water or If the water's surface Is
since In either case tho flier
cannot Judge distances and In nosing
preliminary to landing he may hit tho
water too soon, drown himself and
wreck a valuable machine. Further,
every condition varies according to
the type of machine being used.
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LONDON WOMEN .SAVE

MUNITIONS
(Aiisof-lnln-

FIRE

IN

Press Correspondence.)

l

London, May
house of
commons was thrilled I ho otehr night
by a recital of heroism
by London
women munition workurj who caved
their plant f'l.n destruction y firo.
A shed fillad with live cartridges
r.nu cartridge p: ier was bunting
Twenty women.
is who ha
some fne drill training rushu'l
,0 their posts, till'";:': warna by n
number of nen if the dan.e;- - ind
urged to leave. They kept the blaze
down until city firemen arrived.
j'he

)

1

1

The Doctor Away From Home When
Mast Needed.
People are often veryymuch disapto
find
that their family phypointed
sician is away from home when they
most need his services.
Diseases like
pain in the stomach and bowels, colic,
and diarrhoea require prompt treatment, and have in many
instances
proven fatal beforemedi.cipe, could, bo
procured or a physician summoned.
The right way is to keep at hand a
Colin
bottle of Chamberlain's
and
Diarrhoea Remedy. No physician can
prescribe a better medicine for these
P.y having it in the house
diseases.
you escape much pain and suffering
and all risk. Buy it now; It may save
life.

The Fuel Administrator
says: "IT'S BETTER TO BE

SAFE THAN SORRY. ORDER
COAL NOW." Heed this ad-

vice and phone your order
NOW to the HAHN COAL
COMPANY.
Phone 91.
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Ju&t Kerosene Cost for Your Cooking Heat
Cook with kerosene, it costs little. On 'sale everywhere. And do
Wonderful cooking
with the New Perfection.
smokeless
heat. On or oil instantly readily adjusted for any kind of
Steady,
'

.

3 ctoVe comfort with kerosene.
cooking real
r
Already 3,000,000 users.
Made in I
burner sizes, with or without cabinet lop and oven.
Ask your dealer about the New Perfection Kerosene Water Heater.
Use ConOCO Safely Oil Every Drop Works. Always available and
fuel.
,
t;
,
Dtaltrt Wh Stil and Rtccmmend NtU Ptrftclian Cook Statu :
.
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C. Tj. Keppeler,
Crescent Hardware Co..T. S. Mills Funi. Co.,
Raabe ft Mauger,
1). K.nuuons,
Kapple fr'urnluire Co., ltoseuwaltl Bros.,
Co.
Jacob Korticr
t
Clias. K. Boltlt,
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GrapeNuts

It is regulated

like farming.

easv to give each man as much as one
flight of 15 minutes a day. Flying is

bring result.
' i

I'ase niflg., Marshall. Mich.
Please send free trial of your Method
to:
776

manufacture.
That American aviators are at last
coming into Italy first'Vior training
and later for fighting is a subject of
satisfaction to all Italians and particularly to the Italian Aviation Corps.
As a mark of Italy's pride at having
Americans to train, one of the navy's
most distinguished air machine officers was Instructed to build the camp.
He is technically
In charge of the
camp, with an American commander
to control the training of the American students.
,
The work of turning out men for
active service either as observers or
pilots has gone on rapidly. The big
Problem is to keep the men flying, to
give them tho practice necessary to
make an all round man. Thirty hours
In the air is goneraly required for
each man. This seems like a small
amount of time ntil .It is realized that
means at least 120 flights of
each and that it is not always

CLUB HOLDS
MONTHLY LUNCHEON

naSi

Free Pile Remedy

R it. Poxe,

n.

nice things
about our Italian friends from any
point of view," explained the American commender of the students. Their
efficiency is only equalled by their capacity for friendship. Their hospitality is unbounded.
They don't seem
to b able to do enough for us.
"This is certainly no place for booh
fliers," declared oen of the young ensigns who, having obtained his brevet
at Pensacola, Fla., has come down
here with a group of others to learn
the Italian water machines.
"The
Italian Instructor pilots are all crack
men and the Italian machinists are
the most competent crowd I have met.
They have the sixth sense, all right.
They can detect a defective motor
when the machine is two thousand
feet high and flying at eighty miles,
an hour. When a man learns to fly
hre he can fly anywhere in any machine."
The training camp hero is mio of
the many dozen that have been established all over Italy In connection
with Italy's ambition to conquer in
the air. When Senator Pio Foa complained in the Italian senate that
there were so many aviation camps in
Italy that ground useful for grain cultivation was being unduly occupied,
he was not very far wide of the mark.
Will Win in the Air. .
For the past two years Italian officers have been insisting that victory
would come only through the air, and
these camps are the result of the effort in that direction. According to
Commissioner General of Aeronautics, Chiesa, Italy today has 40,000
men In various branches of machine

LAWYER

Arts

of

"We can't say enough

,

Journal Want

VrH Corre.pondence.1

Anfloi-tate-

American Seaplane Training Camp,
Italy, June
admiration
for Italian efficiency and hospitality
Is one of the sentimental facts which
has developed here since the establishment of this camp on the edge cf

Neuilly-la-Poteri-

'
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Let Me Prove This Free

IBV MORNING JOUR1 l. SPECIAL t
WIRC
With the American Army In France,
Tuesday, June 4 (by the
Press).: The American troops thrown
into the present great bottle tn the
northwest of Chateau Thlerrv in a
brilliant bayonet , attack drove the
Germans from Neiully wood, In which
the enemy was attempting to establish himself after occupying the vile
In severe
lage of
fighting.
The Germans poured n heavy ma
chine gun fire into the American
ranks but the Americans rushed forward and destroyed the hastily erected
machine gun positions on the edge of
the wood. Continuing their advance,
they engaged the Germans at close
quarters and cleared them entirely
from their positions, driving them
back upon the ruined village.
In a sharn combat, marked by the
fierceness of the allied machine gun
fire, French and American
troops.
fighting side by side, almost wiped out
small German forces which had reached tho left bank of the Marne near
Jaulgonne, east Of Chateau Thierry.
Most of the enemy, survivors were
rounded up In small groups and made
prisoner.
Amorienn Losses Migiic.
On Monday in the attack against
the Germans at Veuilly the Americans
drove them back one and a half
kilometers on Vhe front of a narrow
The ground was cleared of
salient.
the enemy and the Americans now
are holding their position there. The
to the
American losses, according
latest reports available, were exceedly
slight, most of them resulting from
shell fire.
Tho first Americans to enter the
battle zone were troops of a machine
gun battalion. They rode on trucks
during all of Friday night Onand arSatur
rived at their new position
These were the troops
day morning.
the
which repulsed
enemy forces
which attempted to cross Cue Maine
The muehine
gunners were
river.
stationed within a certain town and
becan onerations by poking the muz
zles of their weapons through broken
walls, bushes and holes knocked' in
the sides of houses. The guns were
skillfully hidden and the Germans
The
were unable to locate them.
Germans shelled the town heavily and
the Americans took positions accordingly. Later on, the enemy entered
the outskirts only to be pounded by
the allied artillery. The correspondent today went over the buttle area
and interviewed many of the Ameri
can and French soldiers. They are in
excellent spirits and confident that
the line will hold, although the worst
probably is yet to come, as the Germans have not been able to bring up
much
artillery, t'ntll then
heavy
probably the outcome cannot be determined.

itbiK

London
Juno 4. The
(Tuesday)
disclosure in the French official state
menL today that American troops have
been engaged In hard fighting In two
sectors of the present great buttle line
and have again demonstrated their
splendid quality, as they did at Can- tigny recently, is most welcome to the
British public. T'ne Americans, it is
noted, are in the field In sectors where
the fighting is most intense, namely,
between the Marne and the Ourqc
rivers where the Germans do not appear yet to have yielded belief In their
ability still further to develop their
thrust for Paris. It was pointed out
tonight that the German advance was
continuing, through attacks of un
abated violence, but with a greatly re
dueed rate of progress.
The view of the military experts
here is that the enemy will continue
to develop the present operations as
than .they
long us, but no longer
prove fruitful, but that as Boon as It
become's apparent that the opposing
forces are becoming equalized, there
will be. another lull such as followed
the March and April offensives, which
will be a prelude to another drive 1n
some new direction.
It fan not be
denied that the prospect, of such a
drive further north, eltfier through
Amiens or Beauvals, or In FlanHers,
whero an allied retirement would be
a. much
more serious proposition is
viewed with some concern, hut confidence Is still felt in General Foch and
above nil. In the fact of the active help
now being brought to the allies by
American troops.
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Part Played by U, S, Machine Pershing's Men, With Bayonets Americans Are Being Royally
Gunners Is Lauded by CorFixed, Charge Teutons and
Treated; 'We Can't, Say
Drive Them Entirely From
Enough About Our Friends,'
respondent at Front; Americans Show Great Courage,
Say's Commander Students,
Neuilly Wood,

ls

A Diamond Tube is likely to outwear youf
car itself. Made in Gray and Red, in sizes
o fit any make of tire.
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ATTACK ON ENEMY

Alienist in Watch Miss' LusW.
Waukesha, Wis., June
Judge
Lueck today decided that three
conshall
mental
observe
WIRC'MORNINS
the
IRCCIAL
JOURNAL
IM
LKAMO
Denver, Colo., June C Taos, Coli dition of Grace Lusk until June 18
fax and Union counties, New Mexico, when they are to report In court.
will be made bone dry if New Mexico Whether sentence will be pronounced
state officials accept a suggestion on that time on her conviction of the
from W: J. Galligan, federal fuel ad- niurder of Mrs. Mary Newman Robministrator for Colorado, going for- erts, or a lunacy commission appointward today. The step is believed nec- ed, will depend on. tire report of the
t
essary to step alleged shipments of alienists.
liquor from these counties Into Las
Animas and Iluarafu.no counties,jCol:
orado, where coul production is said
to be cut down by drinking.
issued an order June I
Galligan
prohibiting issuance of liquor perAnimas and Huerfano
mits In s
-counties for two months.
MAY-ENTE-

e.

EMPLOYMENT

.June !i. Every
Hoswell, N. M
able bodied man in Boswell between
the ages of 18 und D5.must go to
work. flie city council passed an ordinance last night making it a misdemeanor to be'without "useful occupation" and punishable by a fine of $10
to $100 or confinement in Jail for
ninety days, or both, at the. discretion
of the court. The ordinance will go
inUi effect in five days and according
to the city administration will be
strictly enforced.
At the end of Mune' Chavez county
will have close to 1,000 men In tho
service, and the city councilmen are
of the' opinion that the vacancies created by these withdrawals of able
bodied men will make It possible for
every man' to get useful work.

THREE

HIGHLY

MORNING JOURNAL tPSCIAU
(r
London, June 5. Tho

FRENCH
I

AMERICANS GARRY

STAND AT

LlASIO WISH

Washington, June h. Penetration
of enemy positions In Pieardy anil
Lorraine ly American patrols which
inflicted losses upon the enemy in
killed and wounded, wan reported tonight in General Pershing's communique. In the Woevre artillery fighting hus diminished.
The statement follows:
"Patrolling aeiivily continues in
Pieardy and in Lorraine wheer our
troops 'penetrated' the enemy positions
and
and inflicted losses in killed
In the Woevre- - artillery
wounded.
"
fighting lias diminished.

Paris, June ;". All the efforts of
the Germans to advance in the
SUBMARINES STILL ARE
French sectors have been repelled,,
OPERATING NEAR COAST according to thenr.warmloffice annoituee-i,n.n-re
has been
in
,.,ni,'hi
gained by the French and prisoners)

If you are looking for the
best.
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We are showing a large

... .35c

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

ADDED TO LIST OF

SPRINKLERS

Prices.

ARE

.

Ed.

C. Rowe, tJeo. C. Kcliecr Fur Co
'Strang ;Bros.,
Whitney Hardware Co

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
.

Cheyenne

;

Denver

(A Colorado Corporation)
Pueblo Salt Lake City
Albuquerque

'
'

'

Butra

BoUa

u
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r

n
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FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS
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1 CASUALTY

Week Just Closed Was One of Complaints of Housewives Re- -j
viewed and Dealers Invited
High Winds and Continued
Attend Meeting to Dis- -j
to
and
Losses
Cattle
Dryness;
cuss Legislation in Matter,
Shipments Continue,

m

SUIT

COtBONDNC

(FCCLAl.

Panta I'c, June
report for New

CASES

5.

TO

Sho twoights I y ir
deHvoryme:'
and complaints of hous wives o:i this
were dis ussed at ft nicctiu;,'
of the citv commiss'on last night. It
was decided that tin ice men shall
be given a hearing lefoie. the commission Pt
nieellij!? to explain
what they are doing to protect the
ublie from short weights nnrt disi ss
rro of an ord'nance
the
govern- 'mr the sale of ice
Om
roriv was to the
on
effect that Fen 1cm ar not car-i- d
ice
the
wagons and that the delivers
r1'"
the
the
from
wnights
"vn "giicps
sine of their blocks of lee. U was explained' 'hat the ice men know the
weight of these blocks when t!iv begin their deliyerls and ore able to
estiinnio
weight desired from the
to' the si7.e of a
tion it
nri-'An objection to
uHioh.
(if ic".
l
was raised on
'ti's n'ethnd.
iir. i'r"ini(ls that the original size of
tbl- - rake is verv much decreased by
melting during the deliveries and that
onpn of the Ice I""n were "poor
giipsvcrs " It In oossihle that an -ordinance will he passed e.overniii'- the
weights and use of scales by the ice
men.
"ii'ion was presented to the
mmcii ciened bv nrono'1' v ow'iers on
Eleventh street, asking that the
oirert be opened from t's present
tevnrnatlon throusb two lots to the
eltv limits at Mountain ro;td. This
petition was referred to the city manager and tlie city engineer for
nd Investigations.
Thomas W. Wilkerson's claim for
damages occurred when a flood penetrated the cellar of his home and for
back salarv ns city attorney, was rend
Wilkerson's claim
to the commission.
aggregates more than JI.XOO andcom-as
not
was
such
accepted by the
that William
mission. It was
Keleher. citv iittorney. be authorized
to handle the case according to his
discretion.
Citv Manager TOnl Ttedington
that the grading of South Arnoa
within
rpot Wii Co completed
OHO
week, lie also reported that 3.
eitv comto
conies of his report,
mission are being placed in the homes
r.t ...vnnvei.u
tolrmvin from the
committee on pulil'e Itiformn Hon at
..
was reaci m " "
Washington, I).
nedinston was ndvised bv that body
'hat on .Till v 4 all foreign horn peoples
will cethroughout the Cnifd States
lebrate and demonstrate their loyalty
.i, iTnitoii Kiiiteu The matter will
he referred to the local council of de
fense for local arrangements.
of police
A renort of the chief
shows thM during the month' of MaV
there were 113 arrests in the citv and
a total of Ji'iRi in fines was collectedan
considered
The commissioners
ordinance dealing with sanitation in
crenm parlors
ice
and
soda fountains
which prohablv will be passed at the
meeting next Wednesday night.

MONIN

The weekly crop
issued today
Charles E.

Mexico

mom

b(ivvn-'r,i,-
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HARTMANN
TRUNKS

reconi-meidatio-

uui-In-

1

j

1

j

j

CMA'IW.

Y. W. C. A.

TOO!
AND T1IKY know
AS Y"ti; know
AND i know
TIIA'P Yol'VIO givt-WITH A prodigality
TO A hundred things.
AND TIUOHICS just a vvvek
TO DO it in.
AND NKXT Saturday
LI'.T'H ANNOCNCK
WF.'VL K A IS LI)
IS. 50(1

.

Missiiva
yy JAiramoiintJJicturc
To
AT

IK- -

wi'ii at the "H" Theater today ami tomorrow.

rnir th i:tiJ. :its touav.
Stu.irt

"W

lilaekton
nresenls a wonderful plintoplav, enIt is ;i superb
titled ".Missing."
of Mis. Humphrey Ward's
novel.
opera House r: 'k.
Meal 'llicatcr A
l
ciiat
feature. "Tlie Mystcrv i.r the
also a I'athe Weekly, "The
TSoml ai iliiK'iit of Pari:;.''
I. trie
"A
Tlicntcr
Repeating
Weaver of Dreams," witli Viola Dana
'
as the principal star; also the Screen
Telegram" reel.
Piivliine Tlioutor Tlie film sta.'
William tf. Hart will he seen again in
"Hell's Hinges"; also a Keystone comedy, "McMillcr Muddles Through."
i'lk-.it- er

-

i

five-ree-

AT THK

"B.'

The new photoplay. ".Missing," produced by J. Stuart Hlacklon from a
scenario written
and
by himself
lames Young, from Mrs. Humphrey
Ward's successful novel, is an English
story and by a coincidence nearly till
of the players and directors concerned
in its production arc from some land
where the British
flag flies. Mr.
Hlackton is a native of England; Syl- -'
Kpxmer, 'he le'ling woman. Is an
Australian, and Thomas
Melghan,
ij.iv luei.onnell nn.. ftmhlyn t ConKven the
nor are of Irish extraction.
"ameraman, William OVonnell, is of
Irish descent.
This Is ii remarkable picture in
many respects, it having to do with
the present war. The stoiy is an unusually dramatic one and involves two
sisters, one of tlv ni ambitious, the
other modest and retiring. The former seeks to g;iin wealth and nodal
position by contriving llm marriage
of her sister to some, man of wealth.
She. however, weds a poor I'ritlsh
army officer, who, a year after the
wedding, goes to the front and soon
n reported as missing. His mind
wrecked and nearly dead, he. strays
l ack
lines, where
'.nto the i'.n'tish
later his wife rejoins him ami restores
his memory by Siio'i'K "Honnie Swivl
I'rssle," tlie song they used to sing in
their courting days.
At the "i" theater today and to
morrow.

CRUSH

skin troubles. Conceal
nermanent blemishes
and reduces unnntutal
color. Ideal for correcting
. ..
crjasy skins.

S

121

Mm

Gcuraud's

Original Grfcani-

S?rd 10c. for Trial lie
j VEST?. T. HO?KJKS & gCH frctt fork

I

Hay-nol-

Montoya
by long

.

l

STATE

SUCCESS
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Are You Prdiitl of tKe v.
'
Car?
Your
of
Appearance

i

tv-i-

If you buy an automobile, it matters not whether you
up
pay much or little for it, you must keep it cleaned
and presentable. Keep it so that you are proud of its apand satpearance if you are to get the greatest comfort
isfaction from driving. We carry a complete line of auto
owners' supplies that are indispensible for this purpose.

hr

The Collossus Sponge

:
of a special grade, adapted for washing automobiles.
These sponges are close, tough the kind that are most
absorbent and will wear the longest, of standard "Peerless" quality, sold at a standard price.
,--:
Extra large Chamois, superfine quality, size 20x30, a
"twin" necessity with the Colossus Sponge for keeping
the car shining. Price $2.25.
Stee.l Wool, in handy packages. Used for removing old
;
paint, "grease, rust, etc. 15c per package.
.

JKQRBER

"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store".

Phone 87S:

.

.

.

...

.

v j.

220 Ndrth Second.

ari

Pc'i

.

& CO.

"

,'.

r-wom-

j

The

of New Guinea, aro the
shortest lived people in the world,
which is attributed to their diet of
larvae of certain beetles and their
v
drinking sea water,
Natives

tr I
THE MINERS CAN,)
aayai
WORK FOR YOU
NEEDS
LATER, UNCLE SAM

Telenhone that early order, to
The United States Fuel Administra- the HAHN COAL COMPANY.
tion Bays: "Get the load off your mind
"
"nd into the cellar." SWASTIKA and Phone 91.

('.Lump aid
COMPANY.
s "33.llup- ttTMBER
.
,

Kgy.t'.IB.SON-VAV- f

Phone liouhiaj

now

because

ease.

Administrator
Fuel
The
BIT BY
YOUR
"DO
says:
THE COAL
EARLY." Telephone
the HAHN COAL COMPANY
to fill that bin. Phone 91.
FILLING

BIN-ORDE-

This Advertisement Is Published At the Request of the State Fuel
Administration and in Accordance with the Proclamation Issued by

Governor Lindsey.

(

AT'?

A

As is well known by all newspaper readers there is certain to be a very

:erious Shortage of

AL

Wants Brihd Resuiu

this coming winter, and lo provide as far as possible against this
shortage, and the consequent suffering of the people from the lack
of fuel, the United States Government will require every Retail Coal
Dealer to buy before the close of the summer

At Least One Half of His Full
Year's Supply of Coal
'

MUST PAY CASH.
To buy and pay cash for this coal in this short time will require a
very large amount of CASH. This is more than the Retail Dealers
can" d unless their customers help thein by paying for their coal the
first of the month .following purchase,

FOR WHICH THE DEALER

U. S. FUEL

ON THIS POINT DR. HARRY A. GARFIELD,
ADMINISTRATOR SAYS:

"Inconvenience for payinpr for coal in the Sprint? or Summer, when it will not.be
needed until Autumn or Winter, should not influence any customer to delay placing his order and securing hia supply."
"It is far wiser to borrow money in the Spring to pay lor one's coal than to wait
until Autumn or Winter when if the coal has not been mined and shipped
MONK Y CANNOT PROCURE IT."

It Is Therefore to Consumer's Interest
with the coal dealers in that regard and pay promptly
to
the first of the month following purchase.
with the Coal Dealers there will
If the consumer fails to
be many a FIRELESS FURNACE in Albuquerque this comin g
winter.
VVc arc now making storage prices, the coal being about $1 per ton
10
cheaper than last winter. The cost of coal at the mine will advance
cents per ton each month and "what is most important we may not be
able to get the coal at any consideration to serve you next month.
co-oper- ate

co-oper-

AZTEC

Phone 251.

COAL COMPANY
?

1IRST

HAHN

ASD CillAXITE

FIU'IT AND RAILROAD

EAST CENTRAL'

LUMBER & COAL COMPANY

GIBSON-FA,

.

,

i .1

Phonei 4 and 5

SI3 SOUTH SECOND

NEW STATE COAL & WOOD YARD
Phone 35.

COAL COMPANY
Phones 91, 92, 9$.
10T

JOHN S. BEAVEN

,

408 NOUT1I

FIRST

it

darkens so naturally and evenly that
nobody can tell It has been applied:
You simply dampen a sponge or soft
:riiHli with it and draw this through
the hair, taking one small strand at
time; by morning the gray hair haB
disappeared, and after another application it becomes beautifully dark
and
apjenrs glossy and lustrous.
This ready-to-us- e
preparation Is a delightful toilet requisito for those who
desire dark hair and a youthful up'
It in not intended fof the
pcarance.
cure, mitigation or prevention of dis-

g

PRAIRIE

to call Judge
distance
telephone
called
about the matter. Montoya
Lovato's attorney by long distance,to
sheriff
see
the
nnd whs advised to
find out whv CaMiis hail been disin his place.
was
who
put
and
placed
Montova, Lovato and Pedro Murtinoz
went to see the sheriff at the court
Mulct
hovse and asked, in a respectful, counway the uuestions suggested by was
There
sel, and then withdrew.
no disturbance or noise, threats or intimidation of any kind shown, according to evidence yesterday. case.
Tlie court dismissed the
Alfred

III

Catering to the whims and demand.'
of temtmramrntal si
step is until-incompared to pleasing a collie dug
John
actor, is the opinion of Director
Collins, who staged the scenes lor
DOCS IN II.
Heed's
of
Myrtle
Metro's nlctt'rization
novel, "Weaver of iJreaniR." starring
Virdii liana, which Is being repeated
today only at the Lyric.
nn
The collie dog in question piu
Important pint in tho action of this
new screen play. However, the doK
developed unusual temperament while
Owing
nerformlng for the camera.
o its love for its owner's automobile
the
to
on
reCuseJ
go
through
Carried
'he dog
Work Now Being
been
ha
scenes until the machine
Jdaced
and
Meets With "Good Results brought up on tlie stage
where tho dog could sec it. Just as
was
98
scene
a
Line;
pnoiograiim-All Along the
per 'OOll us
for;
'ho collie would make a bee linethere
cent Slain in Some Localities the driver's seat, andnextremain
scene, pi-- j
until wanted for the
ector Collins succeeded ill securing;
was
but
he
slightly
scenes,
CI. COMONOCHCl TO MMit JOUAU Is the desired
of tempeeved over the collie's case
Santa I'c, June 5. The war that in
perament.
dogs
being waged on the pralrio
under a
Yivi,-,adreorneiit between the I'nlted Slate vr Tiir.,. I'ASTIIi;.
ii
.irnni' man wreaked ven-biological rurvey and me siaie "
'on a lawless community is told
of defense, each devoting $2u.00 seance
it th 'I'rtuncle play, "Hell's Hinges.
to the purpose, is mceiing wiui
It is cntning to
iv u Hurl
all along tlc line and will be kept up ......i
only. The!
for (he rest of tli year, with the end tho I'Hstinio theater today
linhert Henley, ami nis bikm-- to
in view of destroying one of the most Itev
New Kuitirilenley. come from the east
that liarav-expensive, pests
naineu
iien s
lown
Mexico fnrmerp and slockgrowera. As the western
oi iui
account
on
Hinges
US per cent of prairie flogs
as
. .
high .....
rii ut Mnrv en. tho lough
...... ur,ttlnlii( lit With
were ocr.i"-- i in
and' women of the town interrupt
one anplical'on of the poisoned grain men
of the young preacH..
and the average runs so per mi ;, tho sermon
weak character, by their ribald inte7. per ceni. me
the lowest
Hla'. Tracy
effectiveness being caused by rnesand dancing.
when an insult in offered to
u rainstorm which came up after the
had been placed.
ra!th "a"great frontier Pboto-stor- y
grarh
,m. i,,rit irriirl iiitu everv
'.Ti--lilt:... ,..i ; n I..?,
a
.nd'ls one of lh best of the. many
rnMt
ridilinir
nf
vi,n
life,
iho n.ti Ik oolv four cenis Hart nliivs of western
...4i.M
n connection with the above therean acre and the eradication is porKeystone conimanalll it rilFB Is llSCll after thC ani- - will also be produced
"McMillcr ' Muddles
entitled
v
there.
mats arc killed oui. Here, and
'because of the use of Interior oats; a Through."
o
few birds
picked up poisoneu
Ingrains, were killed, hut that loss is
finitesimal compared with the good
the fate of a
lury of women-de- cide with
Iho
prairie woman
o munlr o
resulting from destroying or steam-rollecharged
d
out
,e
'dog. Preferably cleanwhich the
husband, because he had sha,
her
It.
usod,
prairie
barley
W
their
.child?
dogs' regard as a delicacy while the fully neglected
take from her
birds pass 1: up. If after a Becond ap- oring to Mien a
-- y
That
dogs remain,
composo, Xjt
plication, any prairiethan
n
with
ony,hcnrted
arc
fumigated
their burrows
haaviuH than nil trnri which kills thd
.humanity to woman."
verv- last one of them. As the fumigajury
sav that a feminine emo-bocritics
tion i costlier than the poison grain would be ruled Vn.irely by their
mere
method and more cumbersome; i:
and therefore mete out
on'y as the last remedy.
The method employed in Now Mexico Is the result of Intensive research
I,nm. in" Hollcved.
work and studv and is tho very best
of
state
lame back npily Chnmbor.
means devised for ridding the
.
this expensive pest. Farmers and oth- lain, 'untnient twice a day ami
Imclt over the
ot
tho
er owners of land are
muscles
She
at each V
with the official agencies. in stamp- sett
of, pain thoroughly'
ing out the prairie dogs and are thus
topliontion.
of
amount
crops
saving a large
waras winning me war wnicn wouiu
otherwise be destroyed.
Fuel Administrator

"ulpluir

n

Till. I.YHIC

jroi-n-

Purifies

Highly antiseptic.
Used as a curative
aeent for all extern; iT

AGAINST

AT

Compound

--

rather than justinv
in ALurQi'icityi'i:
Twelve of tlie leading club and busi-Foil Ol'U (HULS
and child welfare women, some
'
ANl PA D a'bit
of Hi: in mothers, were interviewed
I TUX A debt
ami while all expressed themselves as
owe
THAT Wli
the taking of human life, all
"gain-iTO WOMANHOOD.
f.Moied the acquittal of the woman.
WHAT SAY you?
Tins wonderful production, a Vox
MKN AND women?
Niiperfeatnre; is a dramatization of the
'
With apologies In '
reeeul trial of Mrs. .lack De San lies,
showing up her domeHlie life and the
:i
discovered
A French botanist lias
killing by her of her husband. It will
be shown at the Pastime theater Fri- plant in Africa that literally coughs
to clear lust from its leaf pores.
day and Saturday of this .week.

sentimentality

1

j

That beautiful, .,ven shade of dark,
hair can only be had by brewmixture, of Sage Tea And SulYour hair ts your charm. It
When It
or mars the face.
turns gray or streaked, Jnat aa
two
of Sage and Sulapplication or
enhances Its appearance a hundrephur
d-fold.
Don't bother to prepare the mixture; you can get, this famous old
recipe improved by the addition of
other ingredients at a mall cr.st, .:'!
ready for use. It is called .Wyeth.'
Thu
Sage and Sulpbur Compound.
can always be depended upon to
lus- and
color
hrlng back the natural
tie of your hair
i'.verybo ly uses "Wyeth' Sage and
glossy
ing a
phur.
makes
fades,

AND THICY need it.
A Wllol.l-- lot more
Til A N YOl.' need
TH K CM'BS you have.
WHO WOUK
THH SFCOND line of defense
AND TH K Y need the

.

te

Nuvf

of their own
DOWNTOWN'.
AND MKN and Women!
THKV WANT it
JCST THL same
AS YolT want

VOl'l!

i

DARK

It's Grandmother's Recipe to
Bring Back Color and
, Lustre to Hair.

A l'KKA.M
U' A centre

the-inx-

the report:
"The week was one or rntber high,
damaging winds and continued drythe
ness, although rains touched
northeast border comities., Itanges
and crops are badly in need of rains,
as a rule, and in the southern part of
the stale the ranges are practically
Cattle losses and shipments
barren.
to outside districts continue, limbing
In northern counties Is showing good
inrrense.
Special winter wheat reharvest in
ports indicate little left for
northeast counties, hut a small acreage in southern valleys, under irrigation maturing nicely. Spring wheat,
barley, oals, corn and alfalfa are
thnu f,ir iilthonirh worms
are damaging some corn on dry lands
a row ui
in north central counties,
the higher districts report frost damage on the last day of May,
Kl I'iiso reports that the week began with high temperatures but that
the last of the week was moderate to
cool and dry. Corn is in good condition and
cultivating in progress;to
are good
spring wheat and barley
iteellent and hariey ana winter wneai
COMPLETE LINE OF
ur. nirr,iv Tinnccs and pas
!...
tures remain dry and poor and cattle
are being shipped eisewnerc.
reports:
county,
Xogal, Lincoln
Crops are generally In poor condition.
Clovis says: There will be no wheat
raised In Curry county this year, it is
too drv. Fort Stanton: Dry windy,
GOLDEN
RULE
DRY
rather unfavorable week. Pearl: The
week has been dry, although rain fel.
GOODS COMPANY
west of here and also ten miles easf,
west winds keeping the rain from our
No grass on range yet and
district.
conditions serious.
Lakewood: Weather continues dry
TWO DISMISSED ON
and warm, pastures and range remain dry except a few showers in saltIs
- DISTURBANCE CHARGE
grass districts along the river; corn
doing well.
coming up; tomatoes are unfavorable
AT BERNALILLO, N. I
Weather was
Itaton:
and grains are needing moisture. Some
dry. Ties
In the . district' court yesterday damage from worms; rangewiihis
c
K'xceeUmgiy
hlgn
Piedras:
morning .ludse liaynoMs lieard tlie!
week, which was dry with mod
Hats and spring
contempt case brought aRain.st Al-- erate
temperature.
...
w.t' tiiffVrlnfr
- and rang'
IK'J.
fiedo Montoya und Ponnelano
IILtll Ml' .ii.t
The respondents were charged is Improving slowly, Jemez Springs:
not suf- chrtu-prfwrurred
but
with going to the court house at
Sandoval county, where the f cicnt and except good rains oc ii" in
suuer. m
Jury in the case of the State versus June, ranges will
Donaciano Lovato, charged with mur- wheat is about' a foot high, but not
-of drouth.
because
ond'tinn
der, were to pass the night, and created some sort of disturbance, the Corn - la coming up and gardens oc-nv
vw Minor local damage
Intended to
suggestion being they
coerce or Intimidate the Jury in some curred from the wind storms tree
own down, roof Carried away; fruit
way. ,' The' evidence showed that the
court had sworn C'lemente Casuaa and blown off. etc.
.Villi: Winter wheat prospects very
Bernardo Sanches, as bailiffs, to take
and there will
charge of the jury. Later, when the poor, owiilg to dryness
court, had left, the sheriff, Harami r.ot he nnv to speak of in this......district
rreseni cuinniiwn
Garcia, discharge) one of the bailiffs, Koy
C'asaus, and assumed custody of the yield will he verv light with sufficient
'moisture
from this to harvest, ho-himself.
that
('asaus
Learning
jury
bad been removed, Telest'or Lovato. In no: Seems to lie little wint'jr wheat:
father of Domiciano Lovato, asUert that will mature if rain eame soon
to,
Some fanners disking preparatory no:
other crops. Clovis: There will bethis
wheat rais-- d in Curry county,
sr.
- ill year
too dry.

A 1110

11
W 111! EDA AND hundreds
OF OIIU-- S and Women.
AND THEVIH: ,'ill alert
AND TULVUK all ali.o
AND Til K Y want to
MAKU A dream conic Hue.

siil-jcc-

Ltn-ne- y
by Section Director
is rather gloomy, although there
are a nu.nber of encouraging features
and the rainy season Is soon due. Say

and BAGS

IN T11H town of Albuquerque

T1IK KK

KjlW

list)

GRAY

and WOMKX!

K.

L1STKN!

JStadilBkebfon

ICE

SAGE TEA TURNS

PleaefY.W.C.A.

CONSIDER SHOR T

SUNSHINE STATE

JIM ymm
TRUNKS

COnilSSIEH s

REPORT FOR

THREE

Thursclay, June 6, 1918.

Albuquerque Mornmg Journal

TRACKS

Phone 333.

FOUR

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, June
STANDING
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OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL

ENABLES GIANTS

I,KAa

W.

U

2ti

Chicago
Cincinnati
Pitt: burgh

12
12

24

20

IS
IS

20

n

Itostnn
Hrooklyn
St. Louis

CONTEST!

TO W

1!l
1 (1

A.MIMUCAX

Pet.

1

.700
.692
.545

22

.4 4
.4."0

2

.4 42

4

- 24
23 '

an

Team Retains First
Place by Defeating Pitts- burgh Aggregation; inorpe
rhlladelpliisi
Scores Winning Run,
Detroit
-

W.

I..

27
24
21

17

IS

.6141
.f.71

17

.5 5 3

L'O

1

23
20
16
13

22
24
24
24

lVt.j

Gandil's Single in Ninth Sends
' Weaver to Home Plate for

.513
..M1

Pounds Philadelphia,

.3

1

Cooper-weakene-

throw

MeKechnie's
Score:

Pittsburgh.

AH. H.
3

King. If
Mollwitz. 11.
Carey, ,f
Stengel, if
Culshaw. 2li
MoKcchnie, 3b
("Hton.

4
4
4
4

...

hh

the

io

0
0

I

1

1

1

0
0

0

ti
O

0
0

2

0

I

1

1

3
0

4
2
3

1

0

I

0

I.K.(ilK.

A

Jainleson,
i

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
j

Vol lion. 3: Sacramento,

Hdring,

If

tt
.

Walker, cf
Hums, Hi
Cardner, 3h
Shannon, ss
Dugan, 2b
Perkins, c
Perry, p
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In the Winning of
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3
14
9x2D
Totals
x
tine' out when the winning
u. ii. i;: was scored.
u
o
Sacramento
3
31
t
5"26 12
Totals
(.'liicngo.
H
3
7
Vernon
sc
AH. It. If. PO.
Two out when winuing run ored,
llatlerles:
and
4
ICastcrly; Leibold. ir
New York.
AH. It. H. PO. A. R IDell, Cliech and Moore.
I
0
0
rf
Murphy,
,
Salt Lake, II; Sun Kraiu-iscn,".
I
1
2
E. Collins, 2b
Young.
Salt Lake, I'tah, June 5.
I
I
3
ef
Kauff, if
U. II. i:. Felsch, ss
4
Burns. If
0
Weaver,
3
San
Francisco
in
I
4
10
0
Zimmerman, 31) .
lb
Lake
3 (Iniidil,
Salt
15
n
ss
2
3
0
0
Fletcher,
latteries: Seatjn, Johnson, McKee Kisberg, 3b
3
Holke, lb
0
0
and Hrooks; Leverenz and Konnick. Shea Ik, c
I
Thorpe, if
0
0
0
Williams, p
Angeles. 8; Oakland. 2.
U
2
Itariden, c
0
Cicotte, p
San Francisco, Calif., June !i.
Kodrigtiez.
It.
ILK.
.
.
licina ree, p
30 4 8 27
Totals
S 17
Los Angeles
0
'McCarty
Score by innings:
2
4
Oakland
Pen-li100 200 0003
Brown
Batteries:
and
Boles; Philadelphia
'
Causey, p
201 000 0014
Chicago
0
Wilhoit
Prough and Mitze.
Two-bas- e
hits Shannon.
Summary:
Three base hits Felsch. Stoen base
4
14
31
0
Totals
K. Coll no, Perkins, Weaver. Sacrifice
'Batted for Ticmnrecin eighth.
hits oldring. Sacrifice
fly Felsch.
Han for McCarty in eighth.
Double plays Jamieson to Burns to
SOUTHERN
Uattod for Causey In ninth.
ASSOCIATIONJ Gardner to Shannon. Base on balls
Score by innings:
000 000 300 3!'
Perry 2; Williams 2. Innings pitched
Pittsburgh
4
Williams 4; Cicotte 5. Struck out
000 000 013
New York
2.
3.
At
Atlanta
Memphis
kins.
Williams 1; Cicotte 2. Passed
hit Zlnimcr-- i
Summary: Three-bas-e e
0.
At Little Rock 1, Birmingham
hits Kauff.
man, Thorpe.
At Nashville 8, New Orleans 1.
McKechnie. Home run Carey. Sac
At Chattanooga 1, Mobile 2.
riflcn fly Kariden. Double play
Cleveland, 5; Boston. 1.
Hariden and Rodriguez; Caton unas-- i
Cleveland, June B. Cleveland deMisted.
Base on balls Off Demarec!
feated Boston. Kuth hit the ball over
1. off
the right Held wall in the sixth for
Cooper 3. Innings pitched By
Drmaree 8. Causey 1. Struck out
his fourth home run in four days.
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATIONJ Score:
By Demaree 4, by Cooper 4.
Boston.
AB. R. II. PO. A. R
At Louisville 0, Kansas City 1.
Chicago 7; IIokIoii :!.
1
0
0
.5
Hooper, rf
June 5. Chicago made it' At Toledo 1. St. Paul 0.
2
4
2
3
2b
Shean,
four straight against Boston. In thej At Indianapolis 3, Minneapolis 5.
0
3
0
0
Ruth, ef
first Inning Pagan was hammered for! At Columbus (I, Milwaukee 11.
2
4
0
0
0
0
Whitemaii, If
four runs and Hcarn pitched the bal0
0
0
0
0
0
Strunk, If
ance of the game for Boston. Score:
1
1
13
4
Mclnnis, lb
v imago.
I
2
0
3
Sb
F.
Thomas,
AB. 15. II. PO. A. E
1
4
4
OF HUN
0
Scott, ss
4
1
"
2
Flack, rf
3
0
0
. 2
Agnew, c
2
6
Hollocher, ss
1
0
0
r,
Schang, c
Mann, If
3
0
0
0
4
Bush, p
Merkle. lb
6
Paskert cf
32 4 8x28 17 6
Totals
3
Deal. 3b
xOne out when winning run scored.
4
Zeider, 2b
Cleveland.
4
Killlfer, c
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
4
Hcndrix, p
1
2
3
0
3
0
Evans, 3b
2
2
0
2
0
3
7
38
5 27
Totals
8
Chapman, ss
0
2
0
4
0
3
0
Speaker, cf
Boston.
AB. It. II. PO. A. K.
Wambgaiiss, 2b . .3 0 01 2 2 0
5
5
2
Roth, rf
Kawlings. ss
t 4 0
4
tl
4
0
0
0
Wood. If
0
0
0
Herzog. L'h
IBT MORNIN9 JOURNAL
IL LEAMD W1RBI
2
1
2
!)
0
4
4
J. L. Smith, 2li
lb
0
0
3
5
Miller,
0
news ITurner, 3b
1
0
0
0
London, June ii. The first
0
4
1
0
Powell, ef
0
0
that Herman submarines were oper- C. Thomas, c
1
0
0
3
3
0
1
5
'Wieklanil. rf
0
ating off the Atlantic coast of the Oneill, c
0
0 0 1 0 0
J. C. Smith. 3b ... 3
1
2
C
3
was
I'nited
1
late
2
States
here
0
3
0
0
published
4
1
0
p
0 10
Konetchy, lh
this afternoon.
It came as a com- Enzmann.
0
0 0 0 2 0
4
2
0
2
p
Hehg, If
0
0
Bagby,
plete surprise to the British public.
0
M
3
fl
2
0
Wilson, c
2
0
Oraney
J) JJ J)
The captains of vessels In the
0
0
0
0
0
0
Ragan, (
been
1
have
service
expecting Totals
33 5 8 30 12
1
0
Hcarn, p
0
2
0 submarines
off American
ports for
ninth.
in
for
Thomas
zRan
months past and most of thein have
Totals
37 3 10 27 "13 1
Batted for Evans in ninth.
prepared for any emergency the first Boston
000 003 001
Score by innings:
out.
all
the
Thereafter
way
6
night
100 001 101 1
7
420 000 100
Chicago
Cleveland
to
most
life
011
of
liners
the
Europe
Boston
001 020 OHO3 boats
Nummary: 'i base lilt Shean (2),
lowered
instrucand
remained
-- . I.
Two base-hi- t
Miller. 3 base lilt Miller. Home, run
Summitry:
C tions were
given to passengers re- Ruth. Stolen base Roth. Sacrllloe hits
Smith. Three base-hHack. Sacri- garding life jackets.
fice hit Merkle. Base on balls
Wamiiganas.
On the transports the soldiers wear Mclnnis, Bush. Shean,
Hendri 2, Hearn 2. Innings pitched
Kacrttlce fly Sohang. Double
life Jackets almost from the time they Bagby.
and Miller;
vr
Hagan 1, Hearn 8. Hit bv pitcher
Evans.
oil,
Wambsganss
if late' the lookout forces
go aboard.
By Hendrlx
(Wilson.)
struck out
at night .and Chapman unassisted. Base on balls
been doubled
have
1. in
By Hendrtx 4, by Hcarn 1.
throughout the voyage the watchers Bush 7. Enzmann i, rsaguy
8 (none out
almost as alert as when Hearing Eu- nings pitched Enzmann
niMmtrl 7; Philadelphia .
in ninth); Bagby 2. lilt by pitcher
wators.
Philadelphia, .TuJne 5. Mavcr al- ropean
Bush (Wambsganss. Struck out Bush
lowed sixteen hits but Philadelphia
2, Enzmann
was in the game until the
SLAYER
SHERIFF'S
when doubles by Bressler and eighth
Itoush
Washington 5: IX'troit 4, two- KILLED BY A POSSE
drove in three runs. Home runs bv
Alnsmlth's
6.
Detroit,
.June . .
...
llit'ult'a
Cravat h and Mctiafflgan
featured
base hits, nis sioieu uue
Philadelphia's play.
of Shottoii is
IBV MORNINB JOURNAL B'BCIAL LIAtfO W,R
l'lato
throw , to tho
.
........
n
iinn- .1
im
Swe:
H.I I.E.
'
Sanderson, Tex., June fi. The body grounuer in wie cicytm"
( meinnati
7 16
002 01 030
3
D. L. Anderson, who was ington the game.
of
Sheriff
Philadelphia, ...021 001 0004 10 2 shot and killed here last
"'. II.
Scorenight while
4
Batteries: Bressler and Wingo;
to arrest Edward Valen Washington .001 003 000 015 106 0
attempting
Watson
Mayer,
and Burns,
100
001
002
004
Detroit
was
Stockton. Tex.,
tine, of
and
Batteries:
Harper. Johnson
shipped to Bracketville, Tex., late toMrmiklyii 2; Mt. Irftuis 0.
Kalllo, C. Jones,
Picinich.
Ainsmlth;
widow
for
The
and
burial.
day
Brooklyn. June G. Sergeant Leon
daughter accompanied the remains. Dituss and Spencer.
('adore, homo on furlough from Camp The
body of Valentine, who was
Cordon, pitched his first gnme of the
Sit. Iiiillx 2.
season for Brooklyn and rdiut out St. killed by a posse following the shootSt. Louis, June 5. With the score
Sheriff Anderson, will be shipof
Louis. Cadore allowed only four scat- ing
against them in the eighth and the
tered hits and received brilliant sup- ped to Fort Stockton.
bases filled, Pcckinpaugh tripled to
a
was
Valentine
creating
Hearing
port.
fence, giving jew
It. H. K. disturbance in a saloon here, Sheriff athe left field
victory over St. Louis.
St. Louis
Anderson went there to arrest him.
000 000 000
0
4
ubj- Score:
as
soon
Valentine started firing
as
.
100 000 01x
2
9
1
Brooklyn
7
000 010 0405
...
York
New
the
wit
to
sheriff
Batteriesr Ames and Gonzales; Caentered, according
4
8
001 100 0002
St. Louis
dore und Miller.
nc.Mses, three bullets striking the ofBatteries: Thormahlen, Love, Rusficer, Valentine then barricaded himWalters; Lowder-mllself in an empty store room next sell and Hannah,
and
Nunamaker.
Houck
door and was killed by tho posse.
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Philadelpnia at Chicago.
New York nt 8. Louis.
Washington at Detroit.

A. i:

1

"

j

Hoston at Cleveland.

S
4
3

3
3
3

j

plate.

li. PO.

0
0
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NATIONAL 1.I0AOCE.
Chicago kit Philadelphia.
St. Louie at New York,
il'tt.shuigu nt Hrooklyn.
Cincinnati at Hostop.

Vr "m.ir

(V

(BV MOHNINB
JOURNAL SPECIAL LCABCO Wlll
Chicago, June 6. Timely hitting
by Chicago gave them victory over
Philadelphia. Oiindil's single In the
ninth sent Weaver homo with the
Williams was hit hard
winning ri:n
in the fourth and Cicotte finished the
for
Chicago. Score:
gaino

ninth-innin-

RCSISTEHtO

THIft LABEL MARKS THE SMARTEST
READY-TO-WEACLOTHES.

Winning Run; Chicago

.4 5ft
.40(1

WHERE THEYPLAY TODAY
g
New York. June 5. A
New
enabled
runs,
three
rally, netting
York t0 retain first place in the
league rare by winning from Pitts-burgh.
toward the finish.
Now York scoring one In the eighth'
and tying the score In the ninth.
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New York
Chicago
St. Louis
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Washington
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WHITE SOX WIN
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New York
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6, 1918.
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Lewis Underwear $1 to $6
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ADVERTISERS'122 South

L

JBasIjbitnt (fimujmuy
Incorporated

Outfi tters for Men and Hoys
119 Wot Gold Avenue
Second Street

the Alvarado yesterday noon. S. U.
Hosenwald read a paper on the conducting of a department store and its
relations to the community. Dr. C. A.
Eller presided at the meeting. The attendance prize, a baby bond, which
was presented by Dr. R. F. Petit, was

CHURCH SERV

.

ARE HELD DURING

won by L. G. Miller.

and then sterilized with
liolling water or live steam for not less
than ten minutes."
ly washed

SANITARY RULES

At one point of a road recently conin Aluska, there Is a solid ice
foundation.
At the surface there is
a two-folayer of moss and tundra.

structed

P OR SODA FOUNTS
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Dr, Brown of England Tells
His Experiences in England

Fisher.

and on Sea; Urges Increased Poultry Production,
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His experience's in German nir raids
011 (Ongland
and in submarlno attacks,
and the part an increased producUon
OF
of poultry and other food
would have in Winning tho supplies
war set
forth by Dr. Kdward Brown, poultry
expert of Knglund who spoke at the
hig.i school auditorium lust night
"Tho people of the United States
lie said, "first looked upon the war',
as a military picnic, a war that would
o over in a few
;. Johnson,
O.
month. We are try.
operator for the
ing to bring homo to the people the Santa Fe, yesterday received from
fierceness of the s'.ruggle and how it Hay Harrison, former train dispatch
may be decided by the food situa- - er at Clovls. N. M., a letter telling of
tiOl,.'
events on tho western front. Harrison
is well known among railroad men
The speaker then rleici il;,i
tho
woik of the crew of a ship 011 which hero and is now with the American
he was traveling, ( sinl inn a wibnin-rin- i Expeditionary Forces in France.
A purt of the letter follows:
Lfteen seco'hds afav the peri"There will be many more Ameriscope had appeared above the surface
Jlo iiuotrd figures to show the num- can boys over here in the future
ber of ship England had lost and than there are now, though I supsaid enoiight food had been sent to pose done but the officials can tell
the bottom of tho Atlantic ocean to how many. One would think with
feed Albuquerque people for weeks. morel than a million over here you
would see them everywhere
but I
Mr Brown then related his experiences of air raids on England. Many hardly ever see them. When one ifuts
timr-he said he had been forced to his head in a trench no one sees
lenx? his meals to seJk safety because him, not even the bochc. I recently
of nir attacks. He referred to a church had a talk with a French officer.
He had been wounded three times
rervioe which he said remained in and
expected the next time to 'get
session during an air rnid.
him.' He once spent as high as forty-liv- e
"There were 1,100 persons at the
days in a trench and never saw
service. All could henr the bursting a bochc
the whole time he was In.
of bombs and the- whizzing of planes He was in a
mining regiment whose
overhead. At 7:30 o'clock In the eveduty it was to dig in under the Gerning tho bugle sounded, that the co.ist man trenches and blow them up. He
was clear. Services have been held had helped to do this many times
In hundreds of other churches
to the misfortune of the Boche. I
raids Kven the house of lufdi, and have no sympathy for the Huns
the lnhor congress have continued at and have no personal feeling In how
their work during a raid trying to i'oi hard they die. That is soon learned
get themselves i.nd to do the most for over here, even if one could see noththi sake of those who have gone
ing but the air raids on cities like
"
,
Paris. I was In Paris during one raid
Children Cannot Have Candy.
and I can't see that they derive any
He told of th food shortage
in oenent irom inem. 1 am sure u win
England, but said the distribution of only make it harder on them after
4t was better than ever before. It is the war. Killing women and children
the small saving of each iiuliviilii.il he won't win the war and ltf can't help
them any after the war is finished.
said that will win the war. r
"The last of March I was granted
"Families in England," he said,
"can have only two. ane5 ;
furlough from the front and
you may be sure-spent the time
bounds of bread a week. They are
in touring southern France. I spent
only six ounces of BUgar. The some
time in the city of Nice. It is
children
cannot have candy. My
to beautiful and one can stop In the
granddaughter has Just written me
forget what really
bring back some candy when 1 go fine hotelson.and
I picked Out a small
home as she has not had any sweets is going
Italian who spoke
run
an
hotel
by
for weeks. One-hapint ot milk a day
English. Oranges and lemis the proportion for one family unless excellent
ons were ripe and reminded one very
... ,
they have children.
much of California. The most popubread
"You must take your own
and lar places are the cafes or as we call
butter with you if you expect to be them
the cabarets.One can get
served when visiting your neighbor.
but this
of drink, even
It used to be the- custam to. leave is very high. The mostwhiskey
popular drinks
something on your plate when at are Cinzano Vermouth,
beer and
'
'
parties or teas, but the English peo- wine.
"I v Visited Monte Carol but did
ple have gotten over this nonsense.
"One of pur duties after the war," not see any gambling as the soldiers
ho continued, "is to help our allies are not allowed In the building durwho have suffered so much." .' .
ing open hours. I saw the Alps and
No food Is more valuable than poul- many other Interesting sights and
then returned again to Nice.
try, heVsald. Dr. Brown then appeal"While awjuy on leave all of the
ed not only to the farmers to rulse
more poultry but to everyone to keep troops were recalled on account of
' raftsthe
big drive. The soldier's view of
enough
enough chickens and
vegetables to supply their own house battle, is small. You can take a man
out of a big battle and he cannot
: ,
,
hold.
tell you as much as the newspapers.
'
We get most of our news from the
BROWK CHIKF SPKAKFR AT

LIFE BEHIND

FRENCH TRENCHES

s

1tu-i--

.

I

The choir of tho Iead Avenue PLAY AT INDIAN SCHOOL
Methodist church will meet at 7:30
DRAWS BIG ATTENDANCE
o'clock tonight at the home of the director. Mrs. I B. Lackey, 511 North
Fifth street.
More than 600 nersons attended the
play, "Nathan Hale." given by the
students of the United States Indian
school nt the school auditorium last
night. The leading parts were taken
by Thomas Hathorn and llacnci rai
sano. Others who made up the cast
were: Tootsana Teller, Alice Begay,
Mary Thompson, Abet Palsano, Iran
Cisco TruJIIlo, Felipe Lento, George
franklin
Abeita,
Keryto. Remipo
hope. This remedy hail been In gen- Hooniu. Hammie Hathorn, Jim II. SolIt
more
use
eral
than fifty years.
for
omon, Charles Z. Hathorn and Kate
's purely vegetable, and contains not Palsano. Mrs. Dorothy M. Selsor and
1 particle of any chemical,
and acts George V. Dutt, principal of the school
promptly on the blood by routing all coached the play and were largely retraces of the taint, and restoring It to sponsible for the successful way in
absolute purity.
i
which it was carried out.
The program for he afternoon conSome of the most distressing cases
blood poison have sisted of drills on the school lawn by
of transmitted
yielded to the treatment of S. S. S., the different classes. The drills were
and no case should be considered in- also well atended. The school band
curable until this great remedy has furnished music both afternoon and
been given a. thorough trial, 8. S. 8. evening.
acts as an antidote to every Impurity
The United States Fuel Administrain the blood. You can obtain It at any
Our ohief medical ad- tion say: "Order the coal. Don't wish
drug store.
had."
SWASTIKA is the great
in
will
you
take
viser
giving you
pleasure
LUMwithout cost any advice that your in- heat producer. GIBSON-FAxcheox
Knv.vMs
y
BER COMPANY. Phone S3). .
dividual case requires. Write
to Swift Specific Co., 433 Swift LaborDr. Brown was the' chief speaker at
Journal Want Adi bring results.
atory, Atlanta, C,a.
the luncheon of the Kiwanls club at
one-ha- lf

4.

The Horrible Handicap
of Poisoned Blood.
Tlie Innocent Suffer Kvcn I'nlo Hit'
Tlilrd ami Fourth (ienerution,
But Relief Is Now in Sight.
It has long been accepted as a matter of course that the sins of the fathers must be suffered by Innocent posterity, yet It is hard to become reconciled to this condition. The heritage
of physical
infirmity is a handicap
under which thousands must face the
battle of life.
Scrofula Is probably the most noticeable of the transmitted blood disorders, though there are other more
severe diseases of the blood that pass
from one generation to another. No
matter what inherited blood taint you
may be laboring upder, 8. S. S. offer

Fuel

The

J

The following telegrams and messages remain undelivered at the Western Union Telegraph company's offices because of insufficient addressos:
Mrs. J. B. Martin, A. Wells,
Daisy
Hubbard, Airs. J. C. Murchy, William

RAIDS SURPRISES

1

Messages.

TU BE ADOPTED has a message
saying:

.Administrator
from the past

"ORDER COAL

EARLY." This is sound advice.
HAHN COAL COMPANY
The
Beginning July 1, the new sanitary can fill that
early order now.
rules governing the soda fountains anil
91.
Phone
which
the
of
ice cream
city,
parlors

were adopted by the board of health
at a meeting Tuesday, will become
The rules provide for the
use of paper drinking cups and Hie
of knives, forks,
strict sterilization
spoons and other utensils by immersion in boiling water or live, steam.
The rules are subject to change and
will not be formally adopted until the
board has Investigated their legality.
The board will hold a special meeting
June 11 to consider the rules for final
adoption.
At present tho rules are embodied
In resolutions, which aro as follows:
"Whereas, Tho board of health of
the city of Alhuiucruo has concluded that tho present method used by
many druggists, soda water fountain
and Ice cream parlor proprietors, of
serving Ice cream, soda water and
other liquid beverages to their customers in glasses, cups, etc., is dangerous to the health of those served,

POUND SALE
On Wednesday at 10 a. m., June G,
1918, in front of the city hall on

North Second Btreet, I will sell the
following described stock:

Three

mouse-Colore-

mare burros,

d

branded on the left shoulder, about 4
years old.
1 stud
burro, 3 years old, mouse colored, no brands.
J. R. GALUSHA,
City Marshal.

THE WM. FARft COMPANY
and Retail Dealers to
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Speoinlty
For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
Market Prices Are Paid
Wholesale,

and

"Whereas, A great majority of these
proprietors agree with tho board of
health that the health of the citizens
of tho city of Albuquerque will be
belter safeguarded if ice cream, Hoda
water ,and other liquid
shall hereafter be served to custom
ers In sanitary paper cups, dishes or
(lollies, and
"Whereas, The board of health also
believes that the public health will
be more securely safeguarded by the
better sterilization of spoons,- knives,
forks, and other utensils used in the
serving of ice cream, soda water and
other liquid beverage.
"Therefore be It Resolved, By the
uoara ot health of the city of Albuquerque that beginning on the first
day of July, 1918, all druggists, Ice
cream parlor and soda water fountain proprietors be required to serve
their wares to their cusotmers,in
sanitary paper cups, dishes or doilies,
and that after any cup, dish or doilie
or any other papor receptacle has been
used by a customer it shall thereupon
be destroyed and not again used for
service to any customor, and
"Be tt Further Resolved, That beginning July 1, 1918, all spoons,
knives, forks, or other utensils used in
serving or irl consuming ice cream,
soda water or other liquid refreshments In drug stores. Ice cream parlors or at soda fountains, be thorough

lf

LUMBER
Paints, Oils, ninss, Malthold Roofing
and Building Paper.
LUMBER
J. C. BALDRIDGE
COMPANY

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte220 West Gold.

General Contractor
are in a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM in
this vicinity.
We

Office With

v

i

any-kin-

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

Tossess exclusive merits.
CLUETT. PEABODY &CO- INCfaW

877

for Signs

Wall Paper

ARROW
;

Phone 446.

Wallace Hesselden

I Hudson

COLLARS

rs

Hudson for

;:
'

Picture Frames
Fourth St.

and

-

Copper

Ave. X

1

7rB

u

papers, as our observations In the
trenches are very limited. We know
only what Is going on right around
us."

i

'

I.'

.

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
423 NORTH FIRST STREET

Thursday, June

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
SCHOONER

MENGEL

ANOTHER VICTIM

Popular Actress Dying, ESPIONAGE
Bids Friends Good-b- y

OF

PUIS

AIRPLANES

OF TEUTON

SLAP AT TEUTONS

Was Sunk Sunday Afternoon Expected by Late Summer We
VViM Have as Many Combat
175 Miles Off
.
"
Bombs Used to Blow Up
Planes in France as Both
Vessel After Crew Leaves,
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New York, June 5. The American
auxiliary schooner Samuel C. Mengel
is another victim of submarine attack.. She was sunk Sunday afternoon
175 miles off New York and eleven
men of her crew were brought here
today by a Danish steamship.
The Mengel, according to the crew,
was on her way to New York with a
cargo from the west African coast.
The vessel was sunk by bombs .after
the men had taken to the boats at the
command of the
commander
The Mengel's commander, Capt, II.
T. Hanson, said the sinking of his
Vessel occurred at 6:30 p. m
and
that he was told by the commander
of the submarine that the
had
previously sunk three schooners and
three steamers, one of which was a
largo passenger ship of about 0,000
tons.
These sinkings. Captain
Hansen
said, had taken place, the submarine
commander told him, on the day previous Saturday.
If this Is true it
means the destruction of six vessels
not previously
knowa !o have been
sunk.
Doubt Conniiandcr'H Story.
Officials who heard the captain's
story were inclined to doubt that the
commander had told tho truth
or thought that there had been some
misunderstanding. The sinking of the
Carolina, the only passenger ship thus
far known to have been sunk, occurred Sunday night r.t about the
same time that the .Mengcl was sunk,
though in a different locality. The
Mengel, according to Captain Hansen,
miles
was sunk about seventy-fiv- e
south by east of New York, while the
Carolina went down further south off
Cape Mar.
"We sighted the submarine," Captain Hansen said, "about 6 p. m. Sunday. At first I thought It was an
American or a BritiBh war vessel,
"She hoisted the signal flags 'M. N.?
which meant stop, and at the same
time showed a German flag and the
officer on hr- deck sung out, 'Ease
ship.' I knew then for sure he was a
or an American or a BritGerman
isher would have satd: 'Heave to.'
"The commander, accompanied by
and
liis lieutenant, came on board
brought with him six greasy sailors
armed with revolvers and bayonets.
I was told that I was to be sunk and
to get my men into the boats. The
German spoke good Knglish and he
said not to hurry as there was plenty
of time, saying: 'You fellows first, us
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HELD

When
her tnld
ress she
telephone
many of
She has
myeloma,

me doctor wnoNs attending
Anna Held, the popular actwas dying, she vuk the
at her bedside and, called
her friends to say bond by.
an unusual disease, multiple
discovered In ISSit by Dr.
Kahler, and her ease is the 20Tith
known to the medical profession.
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His Back Hart
When He Stooped

mu-cl-

Hurrah!

How's This

Cincinnati

authority say corns
dry up and lift out
with flnflers.
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London, June 5. "We are willing
lo converse, but not to negotinte with
German labor," says Arthur Henderson, labor leader in the house of commons in a statement referring to an
announcement made by Chester. M.
Wright, a member of the American
labor commission which visited England, which implied that the policy cf
Mr. Henderson and his party' had been
radically modified, especially regarding ii conference between the allied
and German workers.
Mr. Henderson believes this view Is
likely to1 mislead the American public.
He ehiphusizcd the fact that the policy
of the allied workers is not that of
com promise on any essential
Issue,
and still less of surrender to the militaristic and imperialistic central powers. What the allied workers want is
a peace of reconciliation and understanding in harmony with the principles of international justlco aJid the
right or nations to freely determine
thler own destinies.
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New York, June 5. An alleged plot
to smuggle into America the crown
Jewels cf the dethroned Itomanoff dynasty, stones valued at $2,000,000 Is
believed to have been "discovered by
United States customs officials, it was
earned here today.
Two United Stale government officials are under suspicion, It was announced.
One Is in Kussia and the
other arrived at an Atlantic port recently and is now missing.
Two passengers n the vessel, Vladi-JilO.
Jogelson, Montefier
Khan,
arraigned before a United States
commissioner in Hubnken today for
complicity and were held In $10,000
,
bail.
Fedeuil agents are said to have located $100,000 worth of the jewels.
e
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Knuctmcnt of
Washington. June
the espionage act, just become oper- ative, under which stringent action
may be taken against disloyalty or sedition, adds the United States to a
long list of nations which have been
forced by German propaganda or internal dissatisfaclion to invoke the
extlrenie powers of law for their existence.
Short shift is made of persons in
Great Britain, Fiance, Italy mid the
other allied countries, whu attempt
to foment revolution m- betray the
state to the enemy. Great Britain's
colonies under their system of
have followed the example of their mother country In fighting disloyalty, recognizing that the
liberties of the world depend on victory In the present war.
Amendments to the War Precautions Regulations of Australia, received In official dispatches today,
show the
steps taken by
that commonwealth against sedition.
The Sinn Fein organization Is outlawed by name and darstic powers are
given to the minister of defense t"
close clubs or places of resort of the
Sinn Fein or other disaffected societies. The regulations said fh part:
who. by word of
"Any person
mouth or In writing, or by any act or
Incites or endeed (a) advocates,
courages disloyalty or hostility to the
British Empire In the present war;
or (b) advocates the dismemberment
of the British Empire, or who says,
or does, anything calculated to Incite,
encourago or Assist such disloyalty or
hostility, shall be guilty of an offense
against the act.
"The minister may direct that any
premises used as a place of public resort, or as a club, the use of which,
In his opinion, Is prejudicial to the
safety or the defense of the commonwealth, shall be kept closed.
"Any person Who wears or displays
any badge, flulS banner, emblem or
symbol of a country with which the
king is now at var, or any body or
association who arc disaffected to the
British Empire, or of the society, association or movement known as Sinn
Fein, shall be guilty of an offense
against the act.
"Any officer nf police and any ported thereto authorized In writing by
the minister may, for the purpose of
enforcing tho provisions of this regulation, enter, if need be by force, and
search and occupy any premises In
relation to which a direction has been
given under this regulation."

We Set Tire
Stan dards
'Vsco ' Tread

90

The "total solar eclipse'' booked
by Dame Nature for Saturday, Is not
a highbrow perrormance which only
an astronomer can understand. A
child can grasp its important details, if
the child is old enough to observe that
a leaf casts a shadow when it cuts off
the rays of the sun from the earth.If a boy holds a baseball In the sun.
a round shadow falls on the ground.
If the boy were to 'walk along and
mark the hall's shadow, H would leave
a broad track on the sidewalk.
Saturday afternoon, the moon will
creep between the earth and the sun.
It will cut off the rays of. light from
the sun and will make a shadow on
the earth.
If the shadow cone which touches
the moon at its large end and the
earth at its small end were a huge
pencil, it would make a sweeping
curve of darkness across the United
States from the state of Washington
'
to Florida.
Persons standing in this path, called the track of totality, will find the
sun shut from their view by the
moon; that Is, the sun will be
"eclipsed." The observer will be looking at the moon's dark disk laid on
the faco of tho sun. U weather condi

tions are good, people living In eighty
cities and towns of the United States
will be able to see tho famous corona
or halo of light about tho moon, and
perhaps a red streamer flaring from
one side.
The mysterious corona and streamer which modern astronomers travel
miles to siudy have Interested man
since the beginning of time. They appear in ancient Egyptian and Assyrian
are on the "winged disk." This symbol of deity is considered, merely a

standards we hav

i

'

sketch of

a total solar eclipse.
Total eclipses have always been the
most stupendous
spectacles of the
skies, and yet it is seldom hut a man
has a chance to see more than one in
a lifetime. Two of them occur in
every year, at least, hut the shadow
often falls on the ocean or some un- 1

United States Tire fabrics are higher
than any previously known.
Likewise through every process of
construction from crude rubber to finished tires we have set new and higher
standards everywhere.
These standards work out on your
car in the practical economy demanded
by
United States Tires will raise any car
to higher efficiency. There is a type to
suit every condition of service.
The nearest United States Sales and
Service Depot dealer will cheerfully aid
in selecting the right tires for your individual requirements.

FURTHER PRO LAWS
NOW
my vnNiNa journal roial learib i
Washington, Juno 5. Further prohibition legislation by congress at this
time appears unlikely. After an announcement by Senator Sheppard cf
Texas, that President Wilson opposes
action unless ii should bo recommended by Food Adm.nlstrator Hoover, Mr.
Sheppard said today ho had learned
Mr. Hoover ,'iImi opposes extension of
prohibition.
Moth President
Wilson and Mr.
Hoover, according to Semitic Shop,
pard, believe little foodstuffs would
be saved by extending prohibition to
manufacture or beer and wines.
Senator Sheppard said the .imonl-men- t
to the $ll,000,onn, emergency
agricultural aproprlation bill which
would prevent the , use of about
$6,000,000 iinb'SH the president exercises his authority to stop manufac
ture of beer and wine, would bo
stricken out by the senate. Other prohibition advocates in the senate, expect to prcm an umondmcnl for com- -

given them for

war-time- s.
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United States Tires
are Good Tires

Quickel Auto & Supply Company
DISTRIBUTORS

OF UNITED STATES TIRES

Phone 750.

iriuiving of "wiimcrt dkk"' ancient snilMl of deity said to be
derived from the win in eeliHe.

6C0

pete prohibition during the war, but
because of the position of the president and Mr. Hoover, u Is not expected to get support sufficient for its
adoption.

Austrian Actor Dead.
frequented part of the earth. Sections
June 5.
Alexander
Amsterdam,
In
of eight total eclipses were visible
Austria's leading actor, is
the ('United States in the nineteenth Girardl,
an
from
effects
of
the
operation
century, and the same number will be dead
He was 68 years
for
visible this century.
old.
Eclipses have careers and play return engagements. "The same eclipses
CI ironic Const Ipa l Ion.
run their steady cycle." The eclipse of
1918 belongs to a aeries which gave a
Ferhaps you have never thought of
performance eighteen year ago, May it, but this disorder is due 1o lack of
28, 1!00, and which will play a return moisture in tho residual matter of
engagement eighteen years hence, the food. If you will drink an abundJune IV. 1936. Last time. It was staged ance of water, eat raw fruits and lake
on the Atlan;ic, the ends touching lots of outdoor exercise, you may be
Mexico and Africa. Next time It will able eventually to overcome it entirelbe pulled off across southern Russia y. In the meantime use the most
and Asia.
mild and gentle laxatives. Strong and
The entire circuit of a family of harsh cathartics take too much water
eclipses covers about 1.000 years. The out of the system and make a bad
TabInterval between appearances, eigh- matter worse
chamberlain's
teen years and eleven days, la called a lets are easy and pleasant to take, and
saros
was
effect.
In
Give
them
The
most
"aaros."
used roughtly
agreeable
by the ancients, often to prophesy a trial. ,
confusion to an enemy, but modern
astronomers have figured It out so exer hundred
'Taney White (vls,
actly that they can verify or discredit XuniK $:t.:(0. (;ood oatx in the cheap-- h
historical
dates.
have
ancient
They
grain on the market, and are lie.
proved that Vthe darkness of tho Cru- ing fed to horses, cows, rabbi , xnil-lr- y
cifixion" was not an eclipse.
and hog". We have them around
While ancient astronomers could or whole. Out
order) filled
.of
the
an eclipse, thev aumn iluv oh reoWved. Tliel irmimri
foretell
date,
could not, like astrotmniers today, lay mil are $XM tier hundred iHiiiuds.
out its plan on earth., v
g.

Diagram showing the u fn
eclipse as viewed fmm lie earth.
The moon is a black disk against
tho sun and about it Is a halo or
wrona of Ifcrlit with a red stream-- ,
er flaring from the nhh

Why is it that United States Tires are
setting new records for mileage and
serviceability?
Why is it that the sales of these tires
are constantly mounting by leaps and
bounds?
The answer is found in the factories
where United States Tires are made.
Standards of construction for these
tires are higher than ever before known
in the tire industry.
Makers of tire fabrics tell us that the

Nothing Highbrow About the Eclipse;
So Simple a Child Can Understand It

-

records show that every
Hospital
time you cut a corn you Invite lockjaw or blood poison, which is needless,
says a Cincinnati authority, who tella
you that a quarter ounce of a drug
called freezone can be obtained at lit
tie cost from the drug store but Is
sufficient to rid one's feet of every
hard or soft corn or callus.
Tou "simply apply a few drops of
freezone on a tender, aching- com and
soreness Is Instantly relieved. Shortly
the entire corn can be lifted out,, root
'
and all, without pain.
This drug- - is Bticky but dries at once
and is claimed to just shrivel up any
corn without inflaming- - or even irritating the surrounding- tissue or skin.
If your wife wears high heels she
will be glad to know
this.;" .:-

Nations Which Have Been
Forced to Take Steps to
Stop German Propaganda,

-

"
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The airplane board, little realizing
the many problems of production,
training, etc., they were to encounter,
last spring laid out a program that
called for 240 squadrons of American
fliers in France hv fall of 1918. This
meant approximately 6.D00 planes, allowing eighteen planes per squadron
reand an additional GO per cent for
planes.
placement of lost or damaged trained
It also meant abotu 5,000
fliers, thousands of skilled airplane
mechanics, scores of airdromes Ina
France and the development ofthe
from
great organization stretching
factories and training- fliers of the
miles of
across
1,000
United States
ocean to the fighting line in France. toIn the light of actual production
in
day, of machines completed and
process of building and of flierswetrainwill
ed and in process of training,
not be able to put 240 squadrons of
planes into France this summer.
Great Supply XeedNl.
But at the present rate of producwill be able to deliver to the
we
tion
sqoadrons, or
fighting front 120 aero another
1,000
some 2,160 planes plus
men
who will
The
for replacement.
thorhad
have
will
fly these planes
ough training not only in flying but
in bombing, observation, machine gunnery, photography, e:c.
Production of planes in this country to June 1 will approximate
Of these slightly more than
are elementary and training
The remainder are combat
planes.
planes, chiefly of the Do Havlland and
Bristol types. ,
Produc Jon ImTcasoj.
In addition,
approximately 2,000
planes have been delivered in France
on orders placed with England and
France. The majority of these are
but the
advanced training planes,
number includes also several hundred
fast scout and combat planes for actual battle work. Deliveries of planes
afterwards.'
manufactured In this country, how"The captain wanted all my papers, ever, are now being made in such
needed
the
I
I
ship's
but told him that
tnat France and Knglandi
articles as that was all I had with quantities
will not be rilled npon to furnish
which to reckon the time and pay due the full number of planes contracted
me 4ni my crew. I had an I extra for
as from
approximately 6,000
procrew list, however, and when
now on we will be able to supply our
duced that he let me keep the ship's own needs.
articles. He took with him all other
in the United
Plane production
papers."
States Is now well above 1.000 monthly
and may reach 2,000 very soon.
One of the remarkable feats of proDOG IN GARAGE SAVES
duction in the airplane service has
AUTOMOBILE FROM FIRE been of aircraft guns and the synchronizing apparatus by which the
guns fire through tho whirring proPCtAL CORHtSFONDtNCa TO HONM1NO JOURNAL!
Moro than 7,000 of
Santa Fe, June 5. Buster, a dog peller blades.
these guns and the synchronizing methat had gone to sleep In an automo- chanisms
have been turned out.
bile in the Closson & Closson garage
America's fighting planes will be
here Sunday night prevented what
equipped with four rapid-fir- e
guns
might have been a serious fire when each, two for attack, synchronized to
he aroused the night attendant just as fire through the
sittwo
propellors,
a car owned by H. T. Ferbrache broke uated on flexible mounts for defensive
The garage was filled purposes,
into flames.
with automobiles at the time.
When the night man was awakenci FINAL
REPORT MADE IN
by tho scratching of the dag, he attempted to drive him away, but Hustor
NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL
wh insistent and redoubled his burking,
IBPICtAL CORMerONDKHCK TO loeNIN JOURNAL!
showed Ferbrache's
Investigation
Santa Fe, June 5. The final report
ear was on fire. The flames were imof Special Master Lorln C. Collins on
mediately smothered.
the sale nC the New Mexico- Central
railway was made yesterday afternoon
to Judge Itced Holloman. The master
asks permission to burn $2,000,000 of
bonds and coupons of the Santa Fe
Central railway company, predecess
ors or the New Mexico Central railway, the bonds having been merged
in the default Judgment.
"Jut the on bom of Foley Kidney PilU
my bacitache. J. W. Lira, Etrte, Cm.
"Last year I was suffering with a
terrible backache," writes J. W. Etris
of Etrls, Ga. "Every time I'd lean
or stoop over or to one aide, I'd have
a painful catch In my back Just over
I tried medicines with
my kidneys.
no good results. I bought a bottle of
holey Kidney Pills, and lust the one
box entirely relieved my backache.
It haa been some time since I took
tnem, so I think I am well."
Weakened, overworked, atopped-u- p
e,
kidneys cause stiff Joints, aore
rheumatism,
sleep disturbing;
bladder ailments,
biliousness
and
various other tils. Foley Kidney Pills
ire a acientiflo medicine, compounded
lo clear the kidneys and restore them
to healthy action by dissolving; and
driving out of the system the
waste products and poisons that cause
kidney trouble and bladder ailments.
You will like their tonlo and restorative action, ready effect and quick
good results.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Diagram showing liow rays of
tlte sun are atopped by the moon
so that the Kluwknv of the nioon is
cast upon Hie earth.

S. Is

1
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Washington, Juno 5. Despite all
the delays and difficult", s that have
hampered Uncle Sam's production of
America's
fighting
boat airplanes,
aero forces in France probably will
equal bv late summer the combined
d
airplane strength of France and ling-lanand will, alone, considerably outnumber German's forces in the air.This estimate, is based on the actual
number of combat machines now beIning turned out and the. present
crease In tho rate of production each
week, after "making due allowances
for further delays and difficulties that
may be experienced.
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PASSER RERE IS

AMERICA III FORE

New-York-
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PASSENGER FARES
N. M. NOT TO BE

IN

LOWER

West Central Avenue.

cents a mile, also reduction in the
freight rates.
'

Santa
Fo, June 5. Thirty-tw- o
cases were set for argument in the
supreme court of tho state yesterday,
beginning Monday, June 10 and end(SPECIAL COHNtEPONDCNCI TO MOHNINfl JOUHNALl
Hantu Fe, June 5. Unless orders ing Thursday, June 20. Among th
to be argued is that of Elbert
are received to the contrary, there appeals
W'. Mlancett under sentence of death
will be no lowering of passenger and for killing his
traveling companion
freight ratea In New Mexico under the Clyde I). Armour near Glorietu.
announcement of IHreetor (Joneral
Journal Want Aam nnag results.
McAdoo raising passenger fare's to 8
cents a miles and freight rates about
per cent. In view of the fact thai
the passenger rate In New Mexico has
been 4 and 5 cents a miles some people interpreted Mr. McAdoo's ruling t,
mean that the rate In this state would
TM
man was ronlly neer
be reduced to .'i cents a mile, but n.
P. fieggerson, rate expert of the state
Hit weakened condition
ot
overwork, lack of ex?rile. Imcorporation commission, says this will proper
eating and Itvinjf demands
not be the case, basing his opinion on
sanr (he cry for a
section ii of general order No. L'K of upitt'tltet'j and
the refreshing sleep essential
the director general, which reads:
to tremth. ClOMJ MKDAL Haarlem Oil
"No existing faro equal to or in ex- CluiMitlpfi, the National Remedy of Holland;
cess of three cents per mile shall be will do th wotk. They are wonderful.
Three of then oapeutca each day will put a
reduced."
on his fet before he knows It; whether
As tho Santa Ke railway In thli man
Ma
come from uric add poisoning,
slate chargen four cents a mile, and the trouble
kidneys, gravel ur stone In the bladder,
ns th
New Mexico Central charges atomarh
derangement or other ailments that
American. Don't wait
five, and the Denver & Itio Orando befall the
but
nearly five. thie is to be no reduction until vou arn entirety
them uUuv. Yur dnih'KMt will gladly
Chairman Hugh H. W illiams of the tuke
not
If
do
thev
you.
refund
mony
help
state corporation commission, how- Avcpjn yur
no .tuftsin utes. Look for the name
o
ever, has the matter up with Mr.
vrKh.AI on every box. three aires,
for the purpose of obtaining, If Tfeey mih ihr mire, nnjfiMJ!, Imported H Hapossible, a passenger rate of 3 2 iku; UU CtH'suIei.
UNDER

M'ADOQ'S ORDER

TOO WEAK
TO FIGHT
'Come-buck.-
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,
INDEPENDENT

I

NEWSPAPER

momma Jfournal
.Published

by the

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Western ReprenentatlTe
C. J. ANDERSON,
Marquette Bids;., Chicago,

I1L

Eastern Representatlre
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
42nd Street, New York.
Kntered as secund-clasmatter at the
ixotoffice of Albuquerque, N. If., under Act
of Congress of March 1, 1879.
Larger circulation than any other paper
fln New Mexico.
The only paper In New
Mexico I.Mued every day In the year.
TKRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. TOO
Tearly, In advance
7.js
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Bubecrlbera to the Journal when writing
to have their paper changed to a new
address mut be aura to give the old address.
"The Morning Journal ha. a higher circulation rating than la accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
O
O
uumuuk OF THBJ ASSOCIATED I
M

East

Th Associated Pre.a la exclualvaly
entitled to the use for republication
of all newa credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and aim
tbs local new. published herein,
THE JORNAL take and
prints
Ixty houra and thirty minute, of exclusively Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other newspaper published in New Mexico takes
more than twenty-fou- r
houra of Associated PreSB ServlnM rlnrln - OTTOS.
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Many of the Albuquerque
chants scored 100 per cent in the san
itary Inspection for May. These merchants should have first consideration
from tho buying public. Others were
warned of dirty quarters and prom
ised to clean thuni. These should
fer a lapse of trade until they join the
ranks of those progressive merchants
who. recognize the right of the public
to demand cleanliness'. Nothing Is
more repulsive to a careful buyer
than a clerk in a dirty apron or foods
exposed to dirt. The greater menace
are the kitchens, pantries or warehouses where dirt is concealed.
The city commission has done all In
its power to enable Albuquerque to
to have sanitary food. It behooves
Albuquerque housewives to patronize
only such merchants as are falling
into line and keeping their stores
clean.
A Berlin magazine of kultur advocates allowing Germans to "possess"
several wives, as "Germany is losing
her noblest blood," and concludes that
"a decent form must be found for this
form of polygamy." "Possess" is the
right word, but it will take better
folks thart Germans to get up a decent form of polygamy.

KRs'
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ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

By Macauley.

STRIKE.

It is not unlikely that the country
will benefit In the end by the proposed
telegraph operators strike. S, J.
head of the telegraphers'
union, has announced that only govp,

'

ernment Intervention can prevent a
general strike.
Government intervention would In
all probability lead to the government
taking over the telegraph lines, in
which case the service would be ben-

efited.
The Western Union and Postal
have special regulations for the
handling of government messages.
They are handled with particular
pains and accuracy and at the same
time at a lower rate than are ordinary messages. There is Tin reason
why, under government operation, all
com-peni-

CIVIL

SERVICE

.

.
.

EXAMS ANNOUNCED
BY

$4.1)6.;

pert in business administration
(male nnd female) $2,000 to $3,00.
Steam engineer (male) $600 to $1,200,
Cement tester (nialaf $900 to $1,200.
List No.

Examinations

2.

in which

competitors are not assembled, but
for which applications must be filed
by "the dates specified:
Juno 25, preparator of entomological char.s (male) $1,500 to $2,000.
Investigator in grain dookaso
(male) $2,000 to $3,000.
July 2, draftsman, mechanical, marine and detail (male) $1,68 to
$2,-2-

Artist draftsman (male and female)
$1,200 to $1,400.
Laboratory helper in soil physics
(majo. and female) $1,000.
June

9,

List No.

lithographer (male)

$1,000.

Examinations in which
be
assembled for

3.

Lemons Beautify!

COMMISSION

The United states civil service commission announces open competitive
examinations as follows:
Examinations in
o. 1.
List
which competitors are not assembled,
but arc rated upon the subjects of
education, training, and experience,
evidence. Applicaand corroov-rativtions for these 'examinations are received at any time:
Industrial examiner in forest products (male) $l,n0ll to $3,M)0.
Assistant inspector of engineering,
material (male) per diem, $4.4 S to

will

;,'..t

Strain lemon juice well before
mixing and massage face,
neck, arms, hands.
II ere Is told how to prepare an inexpensive lem&n lotion - which can no
used to bring back to any skin the
sweet freshness of which it has been
robbed by trying atmospheric conditions. Wlndchafe, roughness, tan and
redness are warded off and those
of care or of age are softened away.
The juice of two fresh lemons
strained into a bottle containing three
ounces of orchard white makes u
whole quarter pint of the most remarkable lemon skin beautifier at
about the cost one must pay for a
small jar of the ordinary cold creams.
Care should be taken to strain the
lemon juice through a fine cloth so no
lemon pulp gets in, then this lotion
will keep fresh for months.
Every
woman knows that lemon juice is used
to bleach and remove such blemishei
as freckles, sallowness and tan, and Is
the ideal skin soffenjr, smoothener
and beautifier.
Just try it! Get three ounces of
orchard white at any pharmacy und
two. lemons from the grocer nnd make
up a quarter pint of this sweetly fragrant lemon lotion and massage it
daily into the face, neck, arms and
hands, and see for yourself.

competitors
scholastic tests:
Every Tuesday, stenographer-typewrite- r
(male and female) $900 to
Bttarch assistant (male and female)
June 19, trained nurse. Panama $1,200 to $1,680.
canal service( male and female) $900
Information arid application blanks
$1,-20-

and over.
may be obtained from IT. F.
June. 22, forest and field clerk local secretary, Albuquerquo, Fagan,
N. M.,
to
and
$1,100
$1,200.
female)
or C. L. Snyder, district seero'.ury,
(male
.Messenger (male) $660.
poHtofflce building, San Francisco.
June 29,
(male) $800
and over.
Kiis.h1uiih Win Ilultlo;
Inly
i, assistant inspector, child
London, June 6. A big battle was
0
labor division (mule and female)
to $1.6X0.
fought in tho Ears district of
on May 24, resulting in favShop apprentice (male) $4S0 to
or
of the Russians, the Exchange Tel$600.
0 egraph
Kile clerk (male and female)
correspondent at Moscow
wires. The Turks and the Germans
to $1,200.
July
junior 'bacteriologist are retiring along the Ardahan road
(male nnd female) $1,440 to $1,800, and the population is being massaJ
special agent and re- - cred, the dispatch declared.
July

time playing politics.

ovcr-enm-

I A 111

Thursday; June

Chairman Hays of Indiana has
opened permanent headquarters In
Washington. If there Is anything perh manent with an Indiana politician it's
Iloosiers who are not too
politics.
1918 busy writing poetry or novels aim to
spend -- i hours a day of their spare

In the publication
of the scores
made by food and drink dispensaries
throughout tho city, the city commission, through its city manager and
sanitary inspector has made a long
step perfecting iity regulation. Tho
practice is general among the large
cities of the United States although
in some cases corrupt officials or careless Inspectors do not furnish the public with the whole information regarding the places from which they
purchase their food and drink.
Many of the smaller cities of the
ration howeVcr, are awakening to
their right to demand cleanliness in
their food and hundreds of cities have
adopted the plan of publishing the
scores. Albuquerque
has joined that
rank of progressive cities.
With this forward step is accompanied legislation which provides a
legal penally to dirty and careless dispensers of food and drink. The mcr- chant, if he Is obstinate in refusing
the demand of tho inspector to clean
tip, may lose his license and even render himself liable to a fine or Imprisonment.
The real enforcement, however, and
the one which the proprietor of an
uncloan restaurant, hotel or confectionary cannot dodge or escape, lies
with the general buying public. If
the housewives will make it a strict
practice to boycott the man who cannot score high in cleanliness, the carelessness "of some proprietors will abruptly cease. The thrifty housewife
will make a careful study of the reports of the sanitary inspector (and in
Albuquerque they are complied with
Btrlct impartiality) and patronize only
those firms which show a high score
in sanitation.
It costs the dealer little to keep
clean, either in effort or in money.
True,' some have reached that stage
vherc time would be required to
the accumulation of dirt of
weeks standing, but once the place is
c leaned
up only ordinary care is necessary to keep it in a spotless condi-

TI1K TELEG

messages, for the people as well as
for the government,
might not be
handled in the same manner and with
the same care.
A discussion of the questions in contention between the tedegraphers and
the companies would lie unjust to
bolh until they have stated plainly
their positions. The outstanding feature of the controversy thus far is
that the Western Cnion company refuses to submit to the jurisdiction of
the national war labor board, which
sought to compose the differences between the companies and the men.
This action is interpreted in sonui
quarters as a direct bid by the companies for government intervention,
and perhaps government operation.
Operation of the telegraph and telephone lines by the government wotild
prove us great a saving to the country
as government operation of tho rail
roads and express companies.
There
can be no reasonable, argument for
maintaining two offices, two equipments, two staffs of employes and two
sets, of lines in a city, say the sire of
Albuquerque, where one office would
arMor the purposes as well.
II is the lesson qt the poiUofficc
again. One organization which servos
the whole country is better than tlree
or four separate companies.

-

clerk-carri-

DO SOME "SAVING" HfcUE.

$1,-20-

Trans-caucaus-

A

great hue und cry has been raised

about "saving" our soldier boys, keeping temptation out of their way and
surrounding them with a clean moral
atmosphere. Almost as much interest
has been taken in the welfare of girls
who live near army camps, who, for
the moment, might 1e carried away
by the sight of so many khaki-cla- d
American boys and be led to acts of
indiscretion for which they would suffer in the years to come. All of this
is very commonaaoie.
i.ut, line in ine
matter of charity, why shouldn't we
inaugurate a little "saving" crusade

at home?

In Albuquerque
there are several
dance halls, some of them conducted
in such a manner as to bo breeders of
This is not intended
vice and crime.
as an argument against dancing. But
U is intended to call attention to those
places where any bum or saloon hanger on, if ho possesses the price, can
dance until tho wee small hours of the
morning with any girl in the room.
Certainly nothing but harm can result
from places where such a mixed
crowd assembles and where liberties,
which would not be tolerated in a
home, are permitted under the guise
of dancing.
Tarents, of course, are to blame for
allowing their children to frequent
such places. Hut some parents lavish
more time on the family dog than
It seems
they do on their children.
to be necessary to have laws to accomplish. In part, at least, what
should be done by parents. Such beliing the case, why not revoke the
censes of these places which are undermining the moralH of many of the
young people of our city?
General Koch's assurance early m
the week that the German advance
would be stopped within forty-eighours has been fulfilled.' He has 'established himself more strongly than
ever in the confidence of the poopie
ifi

Trance.

$1.-00-

allies fllows tho lines of the informal
claims
agreement so far as Jugo-Slaare concerned. It Is an iqui! :ili!o
and also an, cxped'eni o.ic.
It i'y abandon her aspiration to trial. e
tht Adriatic an Ital'an lake, but she
SAW A I'OKM IV THE WAR.
(jams a fast friend capable of defendCorp. Leonard Orrucrod took off his ing the littoral against aggressions f t
sleel helmet and loosened
his gas a common foe far more succes'Hy
mask and slipped off other pieces of than Italy herself could do, planted
equipment and laid them under his .is she would be on a precariously
chair in the Edgewater Ueach hotel. thin fringe of alienvcoast.
"I got an idea for a poem," .said
C ALA IK.
the corporal after ordering salad and
(Los Angeles T'nies 1
coffee. - "Gee, but it'd make a poem."
Sinco the beginning
of the war
The corporal belongs to Pershing's
Calais has been the main ob.'i ctive of
artillery. He was sent back from the German
It is a familiar
army.
France with orders to help float the
nanm to those who have cussed 'he
Liberty Loan. Now he is traveling
miles of nasty, choppy wawith the "Blue Devils." Replying to twenty-siter that lies between Calais and the
questions, he said:
Knglish port of Dover.
"Missoouri is my state: I was a
years ago Cajats was ivgiifdiM
on
the Washington Star as Fifty
reporter
a fortress of the first c'ass, Imt.Jt
when we went Into war.
would now probably not bo able to
"And this poem would be about
defend Itself many days
modhow big the war is. I'll tell you when ern
artillery. In 1H4tf, after the butI saw it big. It was in the province
tle of Crecy, Calais was he.'iiee.l by
of Dubs, near the Swiss border. The the
English Kinir Edward TTT. lwild- Hubs river makes a long loop there. hit' out
. ...... i.t
rpnlntelv hr Mm
The. road we marched along follows
the long loop of the river.
At the Jean do Vienne. Its inhabitants were
neck of the loop is a high s'ono. saved from the cruel fate with which
That stone must be two hundred feet Edward menaced them by tlitf devotion of seven of Its chief citiem, who
high. It's a landmark.
"There it stands, looking down, on in turn were themselves spared by tc,
this road. Well, when we hauled our prayer of Queen Phillipa, this event
guns along there and looked up at having been commemorated in ft
that rock I thinks to myself about widely known historical painting.
Calais remained in the hands of In
how many armies and men and steel
Knglish until 1 558, when it was taken
helmets that high stone had seen.
had been reading In an encyclopedist by the Duke of Guise, at tho head of
article about all thir, territory. I MO, 000 men, from an ill provided Knglish garrison only S00 strong, after a
thought how that stone- saw the province of Dubs change hands.
It be- siege of seven days. This loss led to
longed sometimes to Germany, Switz- the remark of an English queen, who
erland, Spain, Rome and now lo declared that when she died the word
"Calais" would be found imprinted on
Trance.
"That stone way back saw men her heart. Calais was held by the
wearing leather coats and curry unr Spaniards from ."! to 1598, but was
bows and arrows.
It saw men and restored to the French by treaty.
On the chalk cliffs of Dover stands
horses wearing steel armor and carrying battle axes. The tin lizzies on our a gun. several centuries old, on which
heads wore not the first to com? along Is engraved the doggerel:
here.
Feed me well and keep me clean,
"Never before,
though, had t:iat
And I'll throw a ball to Calais
fltuiio seen a gas mask. I could shake green.
a
my gas mask at It and say,
This was fiction, but modern arnew one on you.'
could easily accomplish the
tillery
"And X thought how many armies fcaf.
had passed along there. Hu'. nevsr
one before like Pershing's army, coinYES, INDEED.
miles on land
ing over a thousand
from tho Mexican border :n I then
(Purple Cow.)
Daughter (admiring a set of mink
three thousand miles
across tcean
skins from father) I can hardly rewater. '
"I'll tell you there's a poem In alise that these beautiful furs come
from such a small, sneaking beast.
that."
Father I don't ask for thanks, my
.MINNESOTA MAY TEAC H RUSSIAN dear, but I must insist on respect.
(St. Paul Pioneer Press.)
If the demands for the Introduction
of the Russian language into the
academic college prove to be backed
THE SOUL OF GERMANY
by a large enough number of stuof Minnesota
dents, the University
IS DEAD
will teach that, language next year or
the year after, Dean J. B. Johnston
(By Gerald De Polo In N. V. Sun.)
has announced.
Even though the universe be reduced
lo the ashes of volcanic fires, the glar-in- g
ITALY HELPS JUGO-SVS.
rkeletons of the fiendish acts of
(The New Republic. )
"One of the most bafflln ? problems Germany will remain in evidence to
cf tho Europeun diploma "y appeav.-- s mark tho conversion of her warring
legions Into Satanic hordes, for they
we on its way toward a talwf.ictory
solution through tho Informal agree- are the blackest blots on the glory of
ment uween the
and u creation. A contingent of pirates that
will leave a trail of assassination on
committee respreontatlve of t!v Italian chamber and senate.
By this the hell plowed roads, and drive away
agreement Italy renounces her claim the survivors to be used in slavedom,
to Jugo-Sla- v
territory on the Dalma- knows no God, creed or religion save
tian coast, and the Jugo-SlavIn turn the mU:ht of the cowardly oppressor
recognle Italy's right to the territor- over tho weak and helpless womanies Inhabited by Italians subject to the kind.
I can now understand why it
is that a German is a servile flunkey
dual empire,
Such an arrangement removes one as well as beast according to the ocof the most formidable obstacles to casion.
the creation of a unified Jugo-Sla"The body of Germany may live on
slate. Under the Imperialistic s.'hime for twenty years, but you might as
of things that the war Is demoVsblng, well pronounce the funeral address tos
the
had to keep v watch- day, for the 'soul cf Germany (what
ful eye upon both Italy and A'islrbt. little it ever had) was strangled by
the trickster Pisinarok. After he was
They expected the dual empire winner ol later to fall to pieces; but they shorn of his mantle of office William
had reason to fear that some of (he the Bloodstained began to overfeed
lands rightfully theirs would t scfrod with the poison of bloody oonqtiets
by the newer and more vital Italian his insatiable vultures of war, which
many months ago he unchained and
a'ate.
The danger has now dlsapocprod, set on civilization."
If,' as we- Wcm justified In mHiimliit
tho new treat)' between Italy vi1 Uer
Journal Want Ads bring remit

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

It is evident that the food short-agin Germany is temporarily entering a very severe phase. An official
of tho food Control Department of
the German war olficc, speaking at
a. reLeipzig, has Jus ioresnauoweu
duction in tho bread ration, "even if
of ono or two
only for a period
months," and also a reduction in tho
potato ration.
Tho meat ration, he said, will not
be reduced; but It seems nevertheless
that the Berlin papers report an official decision to increase the proporo

tion of bone in it.

Great disappointment has been experienced in regard to the expected
Uksupplies from Rumania and the
raine. The Ukraine peasants are beby
ing forced to cultivate their lands
the occupying German army literally
at the bayonet's point; but this stimulus, if It succeeds, will not produce
crops till the next harvest.
We must not exaggerate, however,
It can
the effects of the shortage.
enthat
severe
than
more
be
scarcely
dured at this season two years ago,
when the failure of the German
year so
in the previous
to-crop
and
greatly increased the pressure,
there were no conquered granaries to
i
relieve it.
The history of the war is prett
conclusive against any possibility of
Germany's being starved out. But her
food shortages can reach a point at
cawhich they considerably lessen the
work
for
civil
tho
population
of
pacity
whether In the munition factories or
in other services subsidiary to the
pota-

The Germans are now taking a
drug that prevents them from feeling
of the drug
hungry. If they run shortmeal
supper
they can call the midday
and go to bed without eating in the
evening.

With every report from the American battle front. America's faith in
her soldiers rises a llttlo higher.

Calomel Loses You a Day's Work!
Take Dodson's Liver Tone Instead
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GERMANY'S FOOD SHORTAGE.
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Roll of Honor
American Casualties
lav MOSNINS JOUSNAL SPECIAL LCASIO Wlfttl

Wash ing. on, June 5. The army
casualty list today contained 110
names divided as follows:
Killed in action, 39; tiled of wounds,
13; died of accident, 3; died of disease, ti; wounded severely, 47; missing
in action, ii.
Among the thirteen officers named
were:
o. Flour, bes
Edward
Captain
Moines, la.; Lieut. Clarence Green,
Winterset, la., killed in uc.ion.
Tho list;
Killed ill Action.
Colonel Hertrum T. Clayton, Salisbury, N. C; Captain Harry A. Uullock,
Cambridge, Mass.; Edward O. Flour,
Des .Moines, la.; Lieutenants Clarence
Green, Wintersct, la,: Richard Mortimer, Jr., Tuxedo Park, N. Y.; Sergeants Willie K, Murray,- - Newfoundland, Ky. ; Jesse F. Tillman, Creston,
la.: Corporals Walter J. Dixon, Brooklyn; August Mattson, Kipling, Mich.;
Frank V. oir, Des Moines, la.; Buglet-FreN. Davis. Lorimer, la.; Cook Joseph Down, Kinmundy, 111.; Privates
Nicolo Alongi, Priggi. Italy; Sigurd O.
Anderson, Mason City, la.; Claude'
I'.aken, Mason City, la.; Oscar Baker,
Dubuque, ia.; Carl a. Beversdorf, Dubuque, la.: Frank R. Brown, Red Oak,
la.; Lloyd R. Coulbourn, Salisbury,
ftiu.; otis k. craig, Cedar Kapnls, Ja.;
Bruce C. Croft, Wintcrset, la.; Eugene
Ford, Wintersct, la.; Wilford Funder-bnrDnrund, c.a.: Lloyd W. Gettys.
Stuart, la.; Smith Mann, Wintersct,
la.; Gladstone C Hewitt, Creston, la.;
Admrial D. Hulscy, Rebecca, Ga.;
William K.ellisch, I,ancaster, Pa.; Martin Lizdas, Waukegan, III.: Fred H.
Meyer, New York city; Krnest Minor.
Thornton, R. L; .Merle L. Naumun,
H.
Ai'ispe, la.; Joseph
Pfah, Dubuque, la.: Everett Powers, Carlisle,
la.; Jesse K. Kalsbury, Patterson, la.;
Clcmeim W, Schuster, Dubuque, la.;
Earl G. Shaw, Dubuque, la.; Arthur
C. Van Dyne. California,
Pa.; John
Zanisza, Middletown, Conn.
Died of Wound.
Sergeant Gordon, E. Perry, Creston,
In.: Corporals Carl J. Lechncr. Cedar
Falls, la.: James C. Shea, Rosllndale,
Mass.; Cook Everett C. Favls, Nora
Springs, la.; Privates Clcmmie Atkinson, Denmark. .Ore.; Hollv Coffee,
Morgan, Ky.; Samuel Hazard. Atlantic, In.: Wuyne E. Ruxtuble. Lemara.
Ia.: John H. McDonald, Welllugton,
Mass.; William M. Saunders, Garwin,
la.; Joseph Schubert, Ford Citv. Pa.;
William A. Staley. Council Bluffs,
D. Thayer, Milford, Conn.
Dlexl of Discaso.
corporal James Dudley Patnode,
l'ort Henry, N. Y.; Privates Frederick
N Y
.losepn oontlerot, 'Flushina'.
Jnmes N. JJeNeiil, New York; Shellle
J. Poole,
Wedowee,
Ala.;
un.. r.mienron, pa.; James Joseph
Viola,
Boston.
Died of Accident.
j.icuienunt Ifowarii R. Smith. New
Castle, ind.; Sergeants Donald Beh- r'
V
'""openuence, Ia.; John M. Jones,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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19,000

MOTORS

BY SEPT,

v

Jugo-Slav-

,

Detroit, Mich., June 5. Nineteen
thousand
liberty motors,
prod. iced
mainly in Dotroit, will have hoen
to the government by Reptcm'
her 1, 1919, according to members
tf
the committee In charge Of the senate
Investigation Into aircraft production
who arrived here today to inspect
factories. Senator Hoke Smith of
Georgia was the only member tf the
committee unable to come here.
Senator Thomas of Colorado, chairman, said the government "needs
on French front and needs
.
them badly."
Many School Children

are

Every druggist in town your drug- constipation, you have only to ask for
gist and everybody's druggist has no- your money back.
Iiodson's Liver Tone is a pleasant
ticed a great falling off In the sale of
purely vegetable
remedy,
calomel. They all give the same rea- tasting,
to both children and adults.
harmless
son. Dodson's Liver Tone is taking its 'Take a
spoonful at night and wake up
place.
reeling fine; no biliousness, sick head"Calomel is dangerous and people ache, acid stomach
or constipated
know it, whilo Dodson's Liver Tone is bowels. It doesn't gripe or cause inperfectly safe and gives better re- convenience all the next day like viosults," said a prominent local druggist. lent calomel. Take a dose of calomel
Dodson's Liver Tone is personally today and tomorrow you
will feel
guaranteed by every druggist who sells weak, sick and nauseated. Don't lose
it.
A largo bottlo doesn't cost very a dav's work!
Take Dodson'x Uver
much but if it falls to give easy relief Tono instead and foel fine, full of
In every case of liver sluggishness and vigor and nmbitinn.

No hQusewife knows the full, meaning
of ideal cooking until she has used
'

r.

,

An electric Range
Perfect cooking requires a heat that is
under perfect control.
It must also be an even, odorless, smokeless, absolutely clean heat.

s

,

Electric Cooking Fulfills
This Purpose to Perfection

" The natural
savor, flavor and aroma of food is
preserved to a deliciousness ; there's less shrinkage and loss from cooking away.
In the entire absence of dirt, soot, smoke and
fumes, the food cannot become contaminated or
.
.,
falsely flavored. - i ..
Under perfect control, to the fraction of a de
gree, favorite recipes can be followed, time after
time, with absolutely dependable results.
A cool kitchen, quick results, clean utensils and
scores of other advantages must be learned from '
the actual happy experience of Cooking Elec.
trically, ,
.': ;
:

tfhls Fine Art can be economically
applied to any sized
family from a single person to a dmlng-roofull.

Tlmt' Includes yoni-- family. Let us give you the full
your convenience.

facts--

at

Albuquerque Gas,
'& Electric Company

Sickly

Mothers who value their own comfort and ths
welfare of their chlldreu, should never be without a boi of Mother dray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. Ther
Break up Colds. Helieve Feverieliness, Constipation, Teething Uisorders, Uesdsejieand stomach
TmiiMes. llsedhy mothers for 30 years. THKSK
rWIIKHS NKVEK FAIL All Dr., Hi ore,
j.w. frm't anvpt any mMHutt. Maniple KHKK.
Addrvas .Mother UrasCo., Leltoy, ,N.
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Jugo-Stlnv-
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TO TURN OUT

Ivead my guarantee ! If bilious, constipated or headachy you need not take nasty, sickening, dangerous calomel to get straightened up.

Phone 98.
W

a.t.

'aVrbst--

;
at ? :tt

is

'

"At Your Service."
;'.'' ;."''j i .V'
-

' '

all
J-

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, June 6, 1918.
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Bar silver, 99 4c.
.
$2,600
adobe, pebble dashed,
Mexican dollars, 77c.
modern, lot 75x142, cement walks,
fiovernment bends. Irregular.
cement
block coping, 3rd. ward.
Railroad bonds, irregular.
5 room adobe,
$3200.
pebble dashed,
Time loans Steady.
Sixty days,
three good porches, large
modern,
5 'a IS 5
per cent; 90 days, 5 44WB
cemented
and shade
cellar,
fruit
6 per cent.
per cent; six months, 5
trees, lot 150x120; 4th ward.
Call money Firmer. High, 5 per
brick buncent; low, 5 per cent; ruling rate,. 5 $5000.
galow, white stucco finish, beautiper cent; closing bid, 4Mj per cent;
n
bult-lfully finished,
features,
offered nt 5 per rent; last loan, 5 per
glassed-J- n
cent.
sleeping porch,' concrete
basement and garage, furnace; E.
Silver Ave.
KANSAS CITY PHOMCE.
$1,700
brick, city water, InKansas City, June 5. Butter and
side tollot,, electric lights, new
poultry unchanged.
floors, newly papered and painted;
Kggs Firsts, 28c; seconds, !4c
near shops; easy terms.
$4,400..
brick, modern, hot
.
crvrrox.
water beat,
xf.w YonK
lot Till 4 2, 4th.
Ward.
New Yorfc, June It. Cotton futures
closed firm.
A.
Oct., $23.74;
Dec, $23.20; Jo., $23.05;
March,
Heal Estate, Insurant), Loans
$23.03.
111 Soutb Fourth Street
cotton Steady.
Middling,
Spot
te

THESE SION

IN

Chino,
Particular, Shows
Marked Weakness; Marines
.Especially ..the.. .Preferred
Show Much Strength,
in

MOSNIN

Mm

JOUHNAL SSSCtAI. LtASSO

New York, Juno 5. Stocks oiir-ncwith a demonstration of strength to
day but reacted very generally In tlie
later dealings on moderate offerings
by profit takens.
The strength of Marines,, espeolally
the preferred, at an extreme advance
of 2 Mr points, accompahied the news
of a special meeting of the directors
tomorrows
Coppers developed sudden heaviness
in the latter part of
re
acting one to the three and a half
Chino
weak
marked
showing
points,
ness. The reversal evidently anticireversal
dividend
action on
pated
some of these issues.
Standard industrials and rails developed a reactionary trend after their
early gains, United States Steel closing at half a point loss, re versal of almost two points from its best. Sales,
616,000 shares.
Liberty bonds rallied slightly and
international war flotations, including
h
5's, hardParis 6's and
to
ened
point. Total sales (par,
vahi8rC,C!iO,000.",,
United States old issues were un
changed on call.
Closing prices:
American Heet Sugar
44 H
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 75 41
. .
99H
American Tel. & Tel
American Zinc
.
.
C24
Anaconda Copper
. .
M'A
Atchison .
. . Cr.
Baltimore & Ohio
.
.
21'4
BUtte & Superior
Chicago, Mil. U St. Paul. , .
Chino Copper
..39
. .
4S
Colorado Fuel & Iron
. .
. . . .
2Vj
Crtioible Steel
.
.
32M,
Cuba Cane, Sugar
.

Anglo-Frenc-

1

........ ..IS

:.3Yi

.

.

.,

..15
32

...
;Rrie ...,.'..,... .,
Great Northern Ore Ctfs. .
"Great Northern pfd.
Inspiration Copper .......
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs.
Kennecott Copper ,
.

.

..

89
49

.

32

..105

V4'

.115

. .

..

93
27

. .

23. Vi

.

Vi

..

..'72V

--

Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper
.Reading; ,
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
'Union Pacific
S.

.

.
.

Louisville ic Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper.
..Missouri Pacific
Montana. Power
New York Central

TT.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

. .

. .
. .

..

86 H
43
U

9'a

80
83

..24
.

Industrial Alcohol...

v....

,'.77

United States. Steel
Utah Copper

.

99

CHICAGO, BOARP OF TRADF.
Chleano. June 5.' Corn .today re
versed its .action of yesterday and
after a modern
turned decidedly-weak
Bearish crop reports
ate advance.
Prioes
appeared chiefly responsible.
net lower,
c to
closed heavy,
1.324 and
with) July 1. 32V. to
to 1c.
A n mist tl.33
.
Oats lost
varied
The outcome In
provisions
from 17e decline to a rise of 35c.
New corn advances had not partlc
ipated far before selling pressure in.
creased and valuess gave way, especially after the government weekly
wenther and cron report showuic Ben
.
erally favorable conditions, had been
made nubile.
Announcement tl)at cutting: of oats-hnd begun in Okianoma counted as a
bearish, factor.
Pork and ribs averaged higher, in
fluenced apparently
by stockyards
labor troubles. Packers selling weakc
ened lard.
i
,
Closing prices:
11.32
M; Aug.. $1.33,
Corn July,.
--

lc

'ic

j

66c;

Aug., 6 Hie

July, $41.S0; Sept, 4t;70.
I,nrd July, $24.32; Sept., $24.57.
Ilibs July,' $22.37; Sept., $22.82.

'Pork

Chicago rnonrcE.
'

f
i

and eggs,
higher. EeceJpts 20 cars.

potatoes

5

new,receipts
01.30;
Triumphs, sacks,'2.102.23.

40

;

ged,

NEW .YORK METAU
Ntiw York, June 5. Lead,- strong.
Spot '$7.30 bid.
de-

'8peUP

Firm.

livery, spot. $7.25
,

MKW

.

Uu

East.pt.

.voniaxEY.

New York, June 5. Mercantile pa
months, 6 per cent;
tier,'.. four anda alx
I 1.11!..
MMt i
I 14 'V
I
sterling iu any
""" j;:,eo I
commercial, oil aay
rer cent; commercial 0 flay tlli,

nl.

--

REAL ESTATE, FlRE INSURANCE,
216 West Gold.

FQR RENT

DWeUingt.

Nortn.

For Sale,

Imngulnw,
Eighth anil

TljlTHH.

Furnlsht'U huutie two ioi.iiib
foil
anil sleffplng porch. Nice ahaiio. 1300

North Second.
cmncr llmtse.
KENT Tltrco rof'm
1U
Mai'tOo and Firth. AM'iy 1'. J. McMullcn,
Xo. 1 fire station.
on liouae.
the Mumtnr,
FuR RI3.NT
Modern convfntnciM. Mcfly lurlilslietK
Near street car. Phone 1 J tl R

brick,

for only $2,1)00.
Three dandy 'furnished
rent.
Phone 907.

flv,.-ro,,li EXT Choice
t .'li No. Mrs. J. Keleher.

FOli

A

1

real

IE

LOANS.

Phone 156.

All newly painted and
papered InBlde and out.
opportunity for tfmbillous people.

K. MitM'OIIAN,

FOR RENT
North.

close Jn,
houses

no

for

INVESTMENT C0MP.AKY

ALilUQttJEQOE
Phone 999.

.

115 South Second.

West Gold.
Wfi have some

Rooms.

sale,

gond

fur

FOR SALE

home made

WARDROl'.ES
for

the

sleeping

Automobiles.

FUR HAI.K one
class cotiilnloo,

("nil

odd

io;.

Hulck: first-or- ,)
tires, S0 I. ).

FOR HAI.K Light SIX touring car. ielf Willi
porch.
housekeeping rooms with prius hy tourist to sell, no reasonable offer
919 North Fourth.
STAR
FURNITURE
CO.
will he' termed, see car today
al Whits
"Chicago, June 5. Cattle- - Receipts 1934-FOR RENT FurMsheo, "roomsVYu
1 18
Onraae.
409.
l'hone
West
Gold.
Market steady.
North Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
4,000.
-- Hruml
new
Milln7
kali;
Fyn
FOUND.
f Hogs
Receipts 7,000. Market highFOR BENT Roonn emj oi week, bath;
Knight,
If you are looking-fo-r
er for better grades. Heavy butchers,
a. snun this is it. c.tne and
over Golden Rule Store
stearnheatno
akk;
make an of.
FOR
9 16.50(0 17.10;.
South.
k
fir. Col,
prime heavy. $16.45W
For R KNT Nice' "hir'ge- -1 rooiu"iose".'7i7 7.uf
Garage.
10.70; heavy packing. $lti.l0i))lG,45;
modern
FOlt RENT Eight-roohouae,
lady: sick neiHl tint Hiiply. niD North Fifth. FORjAu5ug
furnished or unfurnished, l'hone G13.
rough heavy, .$15. 5016. 00; selected
FOR KENT Modern fumlsned
l'hone
rooms; no WANTED A 3u"uriu-- oil Mow..
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
light, $17. lOifi 17.25; medium and
FOR RENT
Furnished modern four-rooHELP
WANTED.
alck; running water. K
West Central. 13S7-Of
bulk
bonKiilow. Phone tin. 41 s South Fourth.
1G.6.rlG.S.r;
light mixed.
FAI.F.-OFOR
ausolioe
lullk;
FOR
RENT
Furnished
rooms
houseAVTORNKYS
and
tour-rosales, $18. !0(ff 17.00,
FOR RENT una turniineo.
house,
K fall 1078.
Market WANTED Porter. Mule.
4,000.
43 South Seventh. A only at tl West Oold. nokeeping 215apartments; new modern bouae; FOR
Sheep Receipts
JOHN
W.
WILSON
Otimshaw'a.
SAUsick.
ENorth
Seventh.
small
electric
Ian, (4.
higher. Several loads of handy shorn
house, laige acreeueil
FOR ItKNT
.. Attorney
510 Fust Gram).
'
uutu
at $17.75; choice fate ewes held at Vv'AXTKUA Two
Rooms it, 11 and 19,
porch, $10 per mnutli: lnijuire 11J Souih FOR RENT Three rooms with sleeping FOR SALE
Cromwell Building.
wunon"
Enihlem.
Suer
Heavy
spring
also
front porch, modFourth.
$15.00.
porch, furnished,
Phone
117)
Phone
i.
Uood hUNLlins hoy to drive Ford
ern. 521 North Thirteenth.
WANTED
FOR RENT Elegantly
furnished
FOR SALE ioo viltti and typwiiler at. KODKY A ttOIIKX
truck. Apply 31H West Hold.
Kansas Clty livestock,
house on West Central, garage, lawn, etc FOR RENT Nicely furnished outside morn
406 South High.
a
Attorney at Imw
bargain.
C60-Rewith
MewsenKet''tioya
WANTED
wheel. Phone
Kansas City, June 5. Cattle
by the week or month; also furnished room
B"lf
Library Building
Bryunt'a Delivery. 223 West Topper.
tor light housekeeping. Elms Hutel, corner FOR SALE Jersey cow. Taping hens, tuni
Market . higher. Prime
ceipts 5,000.
II
Hlghrnnon.
UBNTH4T8
me, etc. sin North Elghih.
First and Tljeras.
fed steers, $10.75
17.40; dressed beef WANTED Boy over !." years old to work
il.
DU.
211
FOR KENT
modern
FOR IbALE Piano, and sewing
Deetratua
in a fthininir parlor.
West Central.
t. KRAFT
machine.
Steers, $12.B0ft'l.50; western steers,
I
213H-South.
( all
lleatul inrgeoa
mornings. 409 West Iron.
cows, ' $7.20(913,50; WANTED A. milker; am. rarm hand. Ap-p- ly furnished cottage. Phone
$14.0019)17.40;
Rooms
Barnett Building
I
MilRENT
fuYnl.lile
FOR
Furnished
Modern
FOR
FOR
,
MALE
Phoa ftl
RBNT
Two
1
nice
lx!l
Wet
room,,4M
bungalow
and
green rugs;
8. North Fourth.
Bezemek'a Dairy,
14.00; stookers and
helfets, $10.00
no
mo.
Sxll'. Sell at. hlirgnlll. SID North Fifth.
Appointment Mad by Mali
ver;
sick, no ahlldren.
Hlttssed porches. 1123 South
feeders, $8.6015.75; bulls, $8.50 O WANTED N'lKht cook, musf understand
.
FOR RENT Cool cottage; .furnished; eplenFor RENT Furnished room, close In, prt FOR SALE One pool table, shelves, klo.w u. p. corr
13.2,1.
7.
12.00; calves, $8.50
pastry, experienced. Apply Mecca Cafe.
vate entrance. 608 South Third.
dld sleeping porch. 1113 South Waller.
case, counter, lmiuire ut 30! North Third.
.
Market WAN TED Husky hoy to work In tire shop.
13,000,
Hogs Receipts
Dentist
FOR RENT Furnished two-rno- m
5
Room
cottagu FOR RENT ftto"r furnished" rooms for Phono 713.
Mollnl Building
B., E. Bliss, corner ("entrul an I Fifth.
higher. Bulk, $16.r0rriir1.7.': heavy,
FOR SALE Itofilgeiutor;
with
housekeeping, f.ai West silver.
sleeping porch. 1022 South Walter.
good as i.w;
Ught, $lfi,4 0(51 1 6.75; WANTED .At once, an enperienced blaek-smlth'- a FOlt-RE$16.G061$.75:
NT
used four months; lueil.uin slxe V.'O. ?2l
Three-rooFOR RENT Nirely'furnlshioj'r.KmOccTslckT
t'RliONg
furnished
fp) 17.00.
cottage.
A
Co.
6.25
,1.
to
Korher
helper. Apply
Uigs,;$l
North High.
Ml. MAKOARKT 0. OARTWK1GHT
First class board, im West silver.
Inquire S17 South Broadway. Phone 21S4-Sheep-Rereip- ts
Market WANTED Fainter. 1st class men. steady
8,000.
Practice
tools!'
Limited
to
FOR
Furniture?
SALE
.
four-roo"ciirpeiitcr
UENT-r-NeWamea'g
u'
fur-.RENT
FOR
ami OhlU
Large, clean furnlaned rouwa.
work. Apply Master Painter, Gibson, New FOR
bungalow;
Lambs, $1 5..'0(S) 12.20; yearstrong.
area's Disease
chickens, bicycle, etc. Leaving town. lo.'S 1121
400
Call evenings.
South Seventh.
and
o m. 11
nlshed. Call between
B. Central Phone S7L
lings, $ 14,00 ffi 18.00; wethers, $13.00 Mox,
North
Eighth.
Albuqoerque, N. ML
FOR RENT One room with C windows
WANTED Woman cook, j0; carpenter! and South tVdnr.
18.50; ewes, $11.00016.00.
rllS7Tir.i, RAKF.g
furnished for housekeeping 1 10. 010 West FOli SAY.l'hilij:s site Mexlcuil iulid
laborers. Employment Agency, 110 Soutb FUR RENT Four.rooia modern, furnished
501'
good condition;
ulso bridle $5.00.
Pcurtlce IJitiliril lo Eye. Ear. NoM
bungnlow. No children, no. sick. 3I." East Coal.
Third. Phone 164.
.
North Second.
lenvcr Uvcsiock.
THROAT
Iron. Phone 1SI9-W- .
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed
Office
Hlenourupher who can talk and FOR
10
Hours;
FOR
HALE
to
Denver, , June 5. Cattle Receipts WANTEl)
to
I
house
Small
frame
has to be
I
U;
close In. Phono 1430-J- .
Cot South
RENT Uralrahle
nioileln furll-tshewrite Spanish, Wnt. L. Slaley &
. State National Bank
Beef steers,
Market steady.
moved from present location; a bnrgaln.
3,200.
Building
'
cottage find garage, on car line. Fifth.
and Gold.
Address .1. W. M., .totirmil.
$12. 004116.75; cows and, heifers. $8.00
.'
1117 Rout It Arno.
AliTOKKB
8AH
DR.
Apply
.
r
n
KENT
FOR
1'leasant
with sleeping TOR HALM
WANTEJD
Experienced Janitor, middle.
(To
Ladles' coins and suits from 111
13.00; stockens and feeders, .jx.uu ire
Practice Limited to Chlldrst.
Two-loofurnished
porch; dose in; modern; conveniences;
cottage
aged (white) for permanent Job at tho FOR RENT
lo S. Siinltaiygooil as new. lOul.VVest
Offlca Rooms 1 and 1, Wright Bid
13,50; calves. $10. 0015.00.
with sleeping porch. $10.00, wuter paid. reasonable. 615 West Copper.
loo:1 West Central.
Washington
Apartments,
Mountuin Road. Phone
Fourth and Oold.
8.000.
Market dbrilTNVENT NEEDS
BOO 8outh!Hgh.
or
m
West
Oolil,
Hogs 'Receipts
Apply
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room and
CLERKS
20,000
Hours 3 p. m. to C p. m.
-reitT tiy'lualthy tnun and wl.'o
FOR-REFurnished two-rooSteady. Top, : $16.05; bulk, $16.30 iS?
cottage
sleeping porch, furnished. Phone, dght, WANTED Ty furnished
AT WASHINGTON.
Examinations everyResidence
Phone
1078.
Offtc Phono
In
4hrse.nim
close
1
apartment
16.45.
and large glass sleeping; porch. Conven. hath. Well people only. No children. 4 lb
In June.
unnecessary.
Experience
west Side, l'erinitneiit. .Address stating price
200.
Market where
lent to shops. Light and water paid. (14.00 West Oold.
Men and women deRlrtnir government positSheep 'Receipts
O
core
P.
R.,
lo
.loiirnal.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Clipped 'lambs, $15.S0fffl ions write for free particulars to J. C. Leon- per month. 1400 South Arno.
steady.
ROOF PAINT
13.00.
ard, (former. Civil Service Examiner), 11)53
niglilxnOs.
16,25; clipped ewes, $12.00
General.
to.
uouer wur inn will ""ITO-LIUNAR- Yrrnotloe limltod
'
2
"' '
Kenols Blrta-.- Washington.
I'll P
4
FOR RENT Furnished room. 101 Souih Improve from year to year. W can put on
modern
house
FOR KENT
DISEASES AKD
.
...
, H.IH
I ..
B
n
To Prevent Relclilng.
U,
P.
Walter,
O.
Co.
blocka
207'
from
.Female.
City
Realty
1 '
UISUAfiES OP THE
-- .e
tr-t- ..
The Mansano Co, Phone Itoi-FOR RKNTFurnlshed rooms.
biukb
u guniM building.
reitumr t.h4.
WANTED Gill for general housework. 014 West Oold.
.
WIONE
no South Walnut.
'.
Walter. Phone 201
modern
FOR RENT Furnished, two-rooxorth Eleventh.
slgwiy, masticate your food thorough- house wlh sleeping porcb, bath, electric FOR RENT Light housekeeping room; no ERiE carbon roof paint and roof cement Citizen Bank Bltlit.
WANTF.I
"
Dishwasher and help In kitchen,
ty, aim you umy nave
Albnnaorq.a.
13H9-Call 417 West Cop. sick. 222 South Broadway.
lights.- Phone
stops lesks; lasts five years. Use Devo
Phone 2$8o. 002 South Arno.
bie. It you snouia, taKe one ui
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laafter WANTED Woman to do plain cooking, for P". -FOR
HUNT
Tablets
Immediately
room
furnished
Ueaulllully
4lirfe-ro.i'
cold water kalsoinlne, and be satisfied.
FOR KENT Modern
(ottUKe;
anchea.
'
and sleeping porch. .111 South Arno.
i
eight or ten men. Phone 4?0.
supper.
Thos. F. Keleher. 403 W. Central. Phone. 410.
in. ;avden and alfalfa;
porch;
FOII .ALE-T- 0
WANTED
cre.TVmTeah'ofal
Kxperiotoiii saleslady at '' once. four blocks from street, car. W. H. Mc.Mll- - FOR"RENT Front room with porcbboard,
eo acres
ton.
023
South
Must speak Spanish. Mandeli ,iteyer.
private
family.
High.
cultivated,
well In
llnn, 800 West liolil.
"
rina bean country and no croigood
T.IXJATj NOTICK
failure! Oet
FOR RENT Large room with aleipln
WANTED
Nurse girl from 12 Jo 7 .p.
FOR SALE
In and plant this
year, n;
timber
two.
2
016
Ideal
for
and
Fust
220
Central.
Silver.
West
ONE
porch;
Apply
mornings
MKKTINU
and
FIKKT
OF
I5
Centrifugal pump
NOTH
OF
FOR SALE
plenty of graslpg J.r.d. Price
easv
FOR RENT Rooms, furnished for""h"UStt- I.phase motor. With pressure controL Ap- terma, J. D. Keleher, 403 West 11.100.00:
WOMAN
fKBDlTOKH.
For. general housework; no cookCentral.
Bd
4111
rurnlabed
care
D,
KOrtaALttnceTIojne,
Weinman,
Economist.
ply
tn the Dlstrlet (Viurt of the United Statu
South Edith
keeplng; sleeping porch.
ing. Address Bex 426, Albuquerque.
'
F" " ALE-- Th
al- -'
tnest Al fruit
good paying tuslnesa, 1 4.000, bait eaah. FOR RENT Rooms furnished for house-keeplnfor the District of Mew Mexico.
WANTED Maid for general
lo.neewotk.
falf ranch In the vallev; must and
b gold
In Bankruptcy.
Bungalow, Jouri.il office.
, No. 3u
Phone s1. Apply 600 North Fourih
sletiiltiK porch. 110 South
large
at
once; a bargain; three acres of oholc
In the Matter of R. V Qulsenberry. BankMr
residence
In University
Walnut.
bearing fruit trees; rost It. alfalfa: two-roo- m
WANTED Experienced, seamstress to tske FOR SALE
.
rupt.
Bleeping
porches.' garage, eto. Fili RENT Tw.i-rnoiHeights.
house with sleeping porches:
apartment : sleeping
WANTED
oharge of our alteration room. The EconMucellaneous.
To the, Creditors of. .11. W. Quisenherry.
Phon Wt or 1X26-plenty ot
Terms
if
necessary.
211
,T
out
'
Oold.
modern.
East
furnished;
omist.
porch:
buildings; this
,
. .Bankrupt:
Four-roo" P"r 'or th P'e- - year'.
K,.',0.
two
frame
Phone
FOR
SALE
house,
'on
Phca tat or call at na
31st
Is
the
lierehv
Notice
Bookkeeping?
TELF.ORAPHT,
given that
Stenography,
of
two
shade,
lots
treea,
'
nentrai
barns, FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping
porches,
porch
day, of ta,Y'A D.. 101. the snid R. W. -- Board, room and tultlonmay be .earned
chicken houses and furnished,
all for
with or without board. Phone 671. 1123 w ANTED
Mackoy Business Colleges, Los Angeles and 11,600. Phone 1514-Party to hoard boy, two years
duly adjudicated a bank(ulaenherry.as
401
or;h Arno.
' '
old. No, ft, csre
East Central.
Fresno.
rupt, and that the first meeting of his credjFOR SALE Furniture.
itors will he held at the city of AlbuquerFOR RENT Front room and sleeplng"'pn'rch WANTED -- Small furniahed house, modem;
que. New Mexico. In the office of the referee For Rent
'
."With Board.
Phone 1
Rooms
entrance, In modern house; close
permanent.
private
f
on the 17th day ' June. A. D.. 9I, at 10
In. 209 East. Sliver.
WANTED
To take lessons In French. Ado'clock lit' the forenoon, at which time said RIUH class board gad sleeping porch wltb
FOR MALE Furniture. Special
FOR RENT Three housekeeping1
rooms in dress H. M. Uulntanu, llox 151. City.
ll
credltora may attend, prove their clarma.
North Arno. l'hone l'if.g-w- .
room at summer races, 3t. 63 douth All'.
a2
Furniture Co.. 124 Northprices
house occupied in port by on iter; modern. WANTED Uaby carnage, muHt be first.
Second
annnlnt a trnstje, exnmlfffr the bankiupt and Phone 1618.W.
1M7-W- .
RENT
flat
Postofflce.
FOR
No sick need toply.
Ph"ne
opposite
SAI.E-,.R1'QR
class, condl. Ion. Addret. M, E, Journal.
transact such- other business" as may prop
grade huushofd fuinlture.
FOR KENT Sleeping porch and furnished,
If taken at once. 117 West
FOR
REN'l
inquire A. It. ftiornson, s q vyest liiiltl,
modern apartment WANTED I.sie curtains
Orand
erly come befiwcsa'd meeting.
washed
and Baccheap
herhl Flats. Phone fi04
room; table board. Mrs. Abbett, 108 North FOR .RENT Two antf three room apart
..
JOHN W. WILSON,
nearly new large sleeping porch. ComBr.c per pair. Phone 18SS-stretched
Walnut. Phone 810.
rooms.
ment and Bleeping
Highland pletely furnished. 1124 East Oold. Phone 34.1
Referee In Winkruptcy.
FOR SALE -- Rocking chairs.
furnl-tur- n.
RER
BAH
When
barbelTTmnne
want
a
p.,rch
Ask-foyou
r
Mr. Wehklng.
with or without board. Largo airy House,
iuX'V-Albuquerque, V. M June 4. 191 .
beds, tables,
stoves, step ladder,
9U7 or call (.10 East Lewis. Ragora honed.
rooms, good beard. Hot and cold water. FOR' RENT Furnished housekeeping
desk,
cot,
sanitary
fruit
reading
lamp,
General,
jars.
.
WANTED
Hotel.-Slfi604 South Third, phone 1099.
nwoler Jelly glasses, etc.,
2
North
(Jto.ery St.. re. WoulU
r,tir,
North Eleventh,
1
FOR SALE Poultry
Second.
buying building. O. T. hllllps, 415 h' tllh Phone 1012.
For RENT .Light housekeeping rooms,
h
F6TCftiiNT On groutid floor,
Walter.
with
without
or
l'hone
first-cla222,.
garage,
ed room with
porch-ttitl hKSl'T
apurtment nl4y furn.
FOR HALE Eight, white year-ol- d
leghorn table board. .410 sleeping
K ast Central.
"furn liiheiT"
modern" WA.NTWD iMuy to share Inige sleeping
Ished. sleeping porch and bth; mndnrn; KoitR ii
hens. S22 iiouth Bdlth. Phone 2145-.Miscellaneous.
room and eust alceoinc pirchj good board
for II ah t housekeeping. Phone 1771.
Coal.
desirable location. B
FOR
with
rooms,
RBIT
Desirable,
eleeplSg
fOifSAIjB flrown leghorn naTl. I, acttlng
reasonable. Phone l!tr,2-W- .
nuua&s and Riga to Jemes-Springe- ;
f..st-clafew
rooms"
eheao
furn-- 1 FOR RENT
rn"n7
and
cold
kot
(mbl
RENT
FOR
for
water,
Very
porch.,
Tp
apartment,
nicely
$1.00
Tor
eggs arise atratn,U, ItoblBaoa, Old board. Casa d
rate. 8, Garcla,1201 North Arno.
most desirable in city; shower bath, s.vlm-mln- g ii jn hest-rJs78iIshed. close in. no Blck, no children. InPro, 613 West Gold.
rice paid
.
Town. Phone nrf.
v. if. e. A.
BY THE SOUTHWESTERN JUNKjunk
CO.. FOR RENT-Jen- lle
etc.
Phofte
4)90.
Dodson's
pool,
quire
Oarage.
sommer
BEFORE
resort
drij"nh'.-.a
El
visit'
seeking
114
FOR" SALE Entire
flock Navnjos, rose .Jardin Escondldo
LEAP. PliON'M 419. Wft ALSO r.v. 31.00 for 3 hours. Phone 1594-- J. iat meal
0
FOR RENT Furnished "ro'otn" "in
For Cnnvalascents As THR WASHINGTON,.
West Cenmodrn BUYWEST
combed R. I. Reds. Mrs. . L. E.. Thomaa,
OLD A UTOa
home with hoard; plenty of shade; Ideal
cool as a mountain camp. All convenience
tral. The finest modern
family
apart717 Bast Hawldine.
i
PlANOTUNIN6 and repairing. All work FOR RENT First .class saddle ponlea "b,"
A few vacancies now. 1801 West Central.
ment bouse In he state. ' For well people for aummer. Phone 1315.'
FOR SALE S. C. Whlta
.
the hour or dav. na erinnu.
guaranteed
Leghorn baby
J. H.
furnished
tr!rtly first-clas- s.
phone J022. Apartment
'v
chlcsts and hatching egga.tBox 111. Phoee BltADT NOOK ranch offera excellent room only,
V.
Edwards, with Albuquerque Muslo Co., Ill North Second.
or
J.
furnished.
Eakln.
Prop
partly
and
to
board.
the
Just
get.
SALE
FOR
Livestock.
place
strop.
'
West
778.
Ranctl.
17. (Sentry's Poultry
Central. Phon
For ratei phone 84?F-4- ; free
FOR SALE ''Layer a ad Payer" White- Leg." Accommodations now available.transportation
men
FOR RAI.B Horse and buggy-Stree- t. 1.1 East WANTED-Secand-a- nd
FOR RENT Store
and boys'
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Mrs, H. B.
nora baby chicks. u for 1001 t.6 for SO, Thomas.
1507-shoes and underwear. Also trunks
Phone
clothes,
One ot the bent business lo- -.
$5 for 19. Tott'g Poultry Eanch, p. O. bx
LEAS'w
lUlt
r.n'd!:-'and salt oases. Call
Iscond- Chicago
T
SALE
rrrrerora
MRS.
FOR
W.
Young
Dulls,
H.
RERD.
of
Lockhart
Ranch
the
ready
cations on West Central avenue, ' dilrtes
lor, city-- , phnne 1777.
for service. W. T. Savage. Morlarty, N, M hand store, 117 South First
has moved, to 402 South Arno street, whert
Bledsoe, 113 West Central.
FOR SALE Beet 8. G R. L fteda- - In 'rJew she Is prepared to ' take health , seekers W. F.
ATE
1
bags. Pay from to to 9o
J
Heifer
old. WANTED-tW.d- oO
calf
For
kale
weks
Tittle
FOR-Sbest
The
Mexico. Egg for hatching. After June s.l Phone U1S.
restaurant in
Mrs.
Beckwllh
Boulevard. North Old i each. ts3 tona scrap Iron. Pay from
sooner
you buy the cheaper
town.
The
will sell $0 fine breeding hens. Book
to
per lb. Patriotic duty.- - St. Louis
Town. Phone 137,
EXCELLENT board, room with private you
order early. C, P. Hay. J3 Sorth High.yoi. j sleeping porch,
get It. Address P. O. Box 36. Hol- IK South First, street. Phone 172.
with or without private
FOR KALE Young fresh Jersey cow; 175? Junk Co..
for
Arlsona.
brook,
particulars,
bath. Special .summer rates. Phone 491. C.
Ilnhn railway station, tne mil 8T ANLE'X" KObT E LA, tailor, N. T Armljo
at
Apply
In
Hotel
OR
E.
,
Wlnslew,
SALEPalac
Arls.;
TYPEWRITERS.
;
Mellqulst, manager The Morphey 8anlCorner Central and
of the Menaul school.
building. Room 29
Meant heat; hot and cold water with (nod north "
maiVa. orerhauled and Liorlum,
ChTnT Second. Ladles and genta suits made to orTYPKWiriXSRftAI)
FOR 8ALBAfw gooo'oland
buslnesa on business street. Addres Palac
der.
and repairing. All
Cleaning,
pressing
Ribbons
machine.
.
One
for every
sows, bred or open.
repaired.
work work
good
Hotel, P. O. Box 191, Wlnslow, Arl.
guaranteed.
horse, reasonable. Phone 2412.F3.
Typewriter, Exchange. ; Pboa B4
ATf IIISOV. TOPKK A
SANTA FE BAlL-Al- v
te BmstH .sVrl
WANTED
kodak
Careful
finishing by mas.
THE RIO GRANDE DUROC 1IOU COMPAN V
LADY with car will drive,
WANTED Poiltion.
ter photographers.
Twice dally service.
parties; reason,
.
of Albuquerque The largest breeders nf
Phone 19(5-1- .
Send
guaranteed.
WagllKHHHl.
FOR RENT OR SALE.
WANTJiD A
boy Rants a, iob pure tred hogs In the great southwest, can Remember, satisfaction
to a reliable, established firm. .N'"your
REMEMBER your soldier hoy; small photo- Cla"- Arrives
WWkAMWMSAVWVt
In atom or bakery.' Phone 3109. , '
supply your wants. If yon have failed to Hannafinishing
Depart.
1. -t
A llanna, master ahohwraphera,
Scout
KOOM1NO HOUSE for sale or. rant, tit
graphs, enlarged to any sle up ti 18x20;
8:10 pm.
are
or
the
make
tn
Interested
the.
pay
pig
as nurse girl --or nlald V4
n1
-In
1. California
. .11 :4r. am. t!-4Limited ..T:l()pm.
Tatma , Hotel. , R. McClughan. .210 ,Wet with or without frame. Kodak finishing .WANTED PoniHvn
,
scientific raising of hogs tor profit In Nw tfifB tMVERSlTYwwiTd-llketgetpm.
rn.mf-.in-j7. Fargo
jimai) ramiiy.
twnite.)
Fast
promptly done; mall order solicited. Call
touch
a
with
rooms
we
10:4:am.
to
extend
11:15am.
rent
hand.
Civ
persons
Mexico,
having
full
helping
or address: Art, Craft Studio. Room No. 7, WANTED Position as ranch
1'h Navajo
manager, details of your situation when, writing.
from June l.'.tlt to August 11. Would prefer
1:30 am, 2:30 am
A. Armljo Bldg., p. O. Box 408, Phone j7,
good Irrigator end understands machinery'.
that these rooms be on University Heights
MONEY
sVonlhlHiiiad.
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
or In th Highland. Coll Registrar. Phone 301. El Paso Expres
Competent. F. M., care Journal.
WANTED
0;tB pm.
Dressmaking.
MONET TO LOAN
On real estate aecarlly.
50.
307.
11:43 am.
E'aao; Express . . .,
K7 Weet Vid Cite Deal IT Co..: Phowej T7,.
yVArTcDawmliyVlarn'r
STRAYED
OR
PASTURAGE.
STOLEN.
Eastho'jnd.
;
a specialty, Phone 459: Crystal rooms, 223 -- FOR RENT
Office Rooms. 10.. The Scout
7:35am. 1:05am.
SvttrTnclTir
8TRAYBD OR STOLEN Frem ranch hree
South' Second. Miss Watts.
.WANTED
Furniture.
The Navajo
...'5:00pm. 5:40 pm. .
v in
, monui
31.50
limits.
per
RKNT
miles south of Barelas bridge, one light
FOR
In suit or single. Call
Offices
4. California Limited .. 0:00
ny.
pm. 7:00 pm.
1
WANTED To buy Immediately, furniture or
uoetnlre over Weolworth'a store.
Jersey htfer; bss been de- Phone, 31T-I. Santa F Eight. i... :55'pm. io:J pm.
"
of metllHin qoaiity for 3 or
house; horned. Any IhformMten concerning .gam
SEVENTY acres of pasture, -12 ixtr hea,
FO R RKN
office
Iron
connec
t
ling
Vims
South.
.
win consider odd pieces. Apply at once to will b rewarded, , M, M- - '' Dutchor, car
Dolde'o Ranch, f ml leg goat) FOR HALE lJt.on North lilgtt-1- 6.
month.
feet
room, over Quldeit Rule Store. Inquire 310. Kansas City mn,t flilcago. 7:00 am, 4
yut, Mccnn,
Morning journal.
eti cjombg,
town, fBOOO Hit,
! (ront, Pbu
(rum C4Biral av,
U(-- J
S
03. Kaasaa
llUUItt
fit, and CUIcgu. 7;S pm. '
d
tCiifld's tan ami
between uranlie avenue and depot. Tin

LO.ST

Chicago Livestock.

FOR HUNT
vate Imth.

3

SALlMucdlaneous.

20

lw

liLVllANO

SW

.0? JldiL

FdRRENT

xr

T0t.OAN.

,7.40.

u.t"".t

AND GOLD.

Ksseesss,'ysseS,sS'V"s

Wisconsin. Minneaota . and Michigan,
hulk, $1.051.15; .same, sacks, $1.28
cars.
-

TH1KD

A chance to buy a
house, fine location, one
block from Central, in the Highlands; pay for it by the
month $200 down, $27.50 a month; room rents will
more than make payments.

TIMEARD

,

Chicago, June
unchanged.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

m

section.

.

KKXT

LOST.

a new and .sightly four-rooSanta Fe brick bungalow, with
some oak floors and built-i- n features.
Jn best of residential section
wJth
walks and fences all built.
Price
$2,875. It is a good home In a good
Will buy

andEggi

...

,

$29.90.

'

i

wt

.

Oats-July-

house
with
glassed in porch, cement basement,
fire
hardwood
furnace, heat,
place,
This is one of
floors, fine garage.
the finest bungalows in the city. The
owner is leaving town and is anxions
to dispose of .lt at once. For price and
terms isee.

j

ouw

.14Ui

..1,20
.122

SALE

'modern

FJve-roo- m,

FLEISCHER

.July,-$23.87-

1ST

HiFOEIE IME

C"

--

HEAVINESS LATE

CLASSHFSElFcOLiMMS

; &SiiJ1iiifitwKn

JfffelSALjRea

'it.

.

:iS

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, June

EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
sis west central)

AVE.

11,500

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

0! 1.

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

nID

C.rARAXTEEl).

ALBl'QIERQl I',

phone si 5.

N.

L

mill

iniui

price in only, pound
c Sour Cherries
l Kind

Nal
4K(i

that is pleasing

Oils is flic Coffee

inrHed once more.

OKp

(

10c

ii.ii.n.K of P.oiildciudo Butter was mi'lMMl yesterday;
he wild by the time (lie nevl Is (Inc. Why not?
Tin- - pi lee is only, pound

it

will all

... 45c

V. S. Fond License

II

OSIER II,

215 Marble

WARD
Avenue.

Coal and South Walter.

Phone

Plumes

JLJ
In

METRO I'EATI'RE IX I'lVE REELS

hones to obtain relief from

for
Sour Piclfles
dozen
Sweet Pickles
dozen
Sweet Mixed l'lckies
pint
live

.

15c

25c

Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
495-49-

9

A

I Strong Brothers I
unacriaKers

j

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
T 75. STRONG BLK.. COPPER
T
....
ivn si.'.rivn.
w

VI 1 V,

local items

by a

i

afternoon. One wheel of the wagon
was smashed.
The Missionary
soeiety of the
Christian church will meet this afternoon at the home of Mrs. P. M. Bedford. 120 South Broadway. iMrs. Randolph Cook will be leader of the

...15c

flroeerle and Meat
sm YV Tilera. Phones

automobile driven

daughter
of Dave Armijo crushed into Charles
Penman's express wagon at Third
street and Gold avenue yesterday
An

10c

Large

One Reel

Night, 15c and 5c.

PICKLES
lill l'lckies

1

Boy H. and Harry V. Summer and
the Mismpm Irene f'onlee and
lsla
Thomas motored to Estancla Sunday
and
to visit the
Summers
ranch
friends in the valley. Boy Summers
8
for Austin. Tex., where
leave .June
he will attend the mechanical school.
All members of the Loyal order of
Moose are urged to attend a regular
meeting at ti o'clock tonight at the
w. (i.
Mesuies
hall.
important
business which is to be transacted,
there will be Installation of officers.
Refreshments will be served.
W. ('. Jenkins has resigned his position at the Royal pharmacy. Ear!
Hamilton succeeding him. Mr. Jenkins will leave Saturday morning for
Denver, Colo., but Mrs. Jenkins and
the two children have gone to St.
Ioiiis, Mo., where they will visit. relatives during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. I'mhach left
yesterday on train No. 2 for Detroit,
Mich., to visit Mrs. Umbach's sister,
Mrs. Mary Emmerich and other relatives, (in their return home, they will
stop at their old home In Kansas for
u visit with friends. They will be away
little more than a month.
('. K. Davis, clerk and one of the
stockholders of the R. L. Washburn
Co., clothiers, started on his usual two
weeks' summer vacation
yesterday.
Mr. Davis, who has quite, a reputation
as a nimrod, expects to spend several
days in the Jemez country and when
he returns the boys at the store will
he regaled with some wonderful (?)
fish stories.
X. F. Johnson, who has been trav- t.mlB passenger agent for the Santa
P ,.Mii,.01,d at Denver, arrived in Al- hnniiomns bint niirht to become ras
P. J. Johnson,
senger agent here.
who has been agent here, will he given
the title of freight agent. The latter
is now In California on a leave of absence. The
appointment of N. F.
duties of
Johnson came after the
agent had beenivlded.
.

.

m--

m

able-bodie-

I
1

I

Springer

STORAGE

I

I

The ordinance authorizing the Increase on srVect railways In Albiuiuer- iue iioiu lave cenis io six ceius unci,
not become effective until midnight
on July ,3.v This was .(jffleially mdi- cated at the. meeting of the city commission last night and
was authorized to notify
Redineton
the City Electric company to that ef
fect toaay.
The ordinance, passed at the last
meeting of the commission, allowing
1 cent raise In
fare, did not carry an
emergency ordinance making it effective Immediately, according to the
Information developed last night. The
execution clause provided that the
ordinance should go Into effect on and
after its passage and legal publication
and the. expiration of thirty days
thereafter. The ordinance was published June 3.
The official action taken by the
commission last night Indicating that
the putting of the ordinance into effect June 1 was premature, and that
it does nnl become effective until July
3 midnight.

With every member of every team
working at top speed, only $1,500 was
announced yesterday hy the Young
Women g Christian Association lis a
total for the drive up until yesterday
was renoon, nf this amount
ported as yesterday's tpiota. The business gills' team was the winning
team, having obtained i 1X5, the argest
n tne day
amount of the day.
the same team reported $1K2.
These two amounts represent sixty-fiv- e
subscriptions, all of which were
obtained from business women and
's
employed girls of the city. .Mrs.
team and Mrs. l.ahelle's team
were next highest to the girls.
The Young Women's Christian Association expects to become aligned
Hie mitionnl nolicv for assoeia- lion work In towns and the smaller
a
cities and make the association
e
community-widorganisation, for all
women and girls, one of the elements
of this policy, as explained by Miss
Anna Seaburg, national secretary for
the development of methods for town
work, is the elimination of membership fees and having membership
based on a girl or woman's belief in
the association and her willingness to
help It to do its work in the communI'nder this new plan, members
ity.
their
simply stale their purpose to do fulfill
part in helping the association
its program for the women and girls
of the town. Members will be expected to belli in the financial support of
the association hut it will be upon a
voluntarv basis and in proportion to
their ability to give. This puts all
subscriptions to the budget upon the
same equality, whether they be gifts
of one thousand dollars or one dollar,
ii .v,o Bnmn lime anv Birl or woman
can
whether she be a member or not,
lake advantage of anything in mo association program which especially
appeals to her. Certain classes, where
there is a cost for instruction, will
have fees, but many of the opportun-no
ities of the association will have
expense attached to them. This will'
be particularly true of the recreation
mi
program, use of me resi aim board
rooms, employment bureau and
and room directory. Clubs of pirls
cm"
the association win nave decide.
The
for their own use, as they
to
cafeteria ,of course, will he open
i
both men and women, and the gener--i
i..,,.,,.iuru will he a real com- i iictiu'i"1'
rnunity center for women und girls.
and young menIt will also serve boys
in a measure for the recreation pro.i,- ocnriinnn takes into ac
count that there must be some socials
for ho
life, properly chaperoned,
and girls togetner.
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cents

Children

cents

10
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Mystery

"THE BOMBARDMENT OF PARIS"
...5c

MUST SELL

.

.

.

FOR

CITY'S

BOYS

Plans arc being arranged for baseball tournaments, hikes, tennis and
camnine trius for the boys of the city
during this summer. Teams will be
organized from each of the four wards
and pennants will lie given to the win
ners. Aitention will DC given io individual playing as well ns to team
work and an "all star" team will be
selected to plav other oganizations of
the city. The players are not restricted to enrollment In summer school.
Any person of school age may Join.
Leaders and organizers of teams aro
as follows: first ward, Clifford Mcln-tyrWilbur Wilson and Robert Cheney; second ward, Arthur Bryce, Earl
Roehl, Charles Bryce and Herbert
word. George Stephens,
Hackett; third Tim-tit
Marie and Jack
nnn
Nagle; fourth ward, Malcomh Long.
Emerv Schutt, Lawrence Milne and
Paul ilannum. Leaders of other teams
will bt chosen in the future.
meeting of the leaaers win o
held at the Young Men's Christian
Association at 7:30 o'clock tonight to
i

MONEY
PAY CASH-SA- VE
ALVAR ADO EGGS.
S a.
Lowlanda.
DELIVERIES For
On aula by Irdrilnt xruc-- n
the morning at- io
For
m.
m. ami
Highlands,
p.
r laid. Mis
a. ni. and 4 p. m. fto sixtiai tie. Irr tbry
S.
W. ,S.
liveries.
Pprmiia nrho ulHb tn renew or take
out membershlpe In the Red Cross
Phone 624
andn so by calling at Strong's book
Co.. Grtuishaw's
Htora. O. A. Matson
or Mrs. H. B. INsrcuson, or by phoning
TODAY
the chairman or tne MemDcrsuip committee. No. 13S1-DAIRY MAID HOMINY, per can 11c
Bacon,
Ponu

i.,1.

ID

TnmulnM. Corn. 2 for
l Amiln
Rutter.
kind
eiu. Milk 1

sl.

Tall
ln; kind 7
Large Hon Matches.
A lllU
1.1.1...
V
III1V7 l.ll....n,
i.wIm,iii I'rluiii
I.nrire ulze Crist'O
o
ii .n...vl....n

.t'

J""
A'X
.30(

111.

Re

tn

GRrsiGGS

.

$2.(H)

..5iK
VI. 1"
$2.65

tiniinm rvitlnleiie
In lire Cflttolene

SALVATION
ARMY WORKERS FRIDAY
army

wUl Rive a farewell reception
headoiiar- fcviHnv nlirh at the nrmv
ters, 808 South Third street, lor Mrs.
M. E. Eplett, ensign, and daughters
and "Lieut E. Amle, who will leave

Saturday night for Boulder, Colp., to
tuke uu Salvation work there. Mrs.
Eulett and daughtres came to Albu
querque last July.
Capt. Edith Madison and Lieutenant Bates of Phoenix, Art., wilt arrive
in a few days to take charge of the
work here.
W. 8. 8.
T. A. Cavelery, who has
rented
Whltcomb Springs, is now ready for
business. Will make regular trips as
soon as- his auto Is here.

joining
able offer takes it. Phone
1127 or call 319 North
Fourth.
HAY FEVER

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy. Medicine and Finger Surgery.

C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building .
Phones Office 655. Residence, 325

pressed

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Dellverv. Phone 690.

klml..c
2.X
V

$1
suitITcleaned,
Four suits
$1.25.

2c

Let. Us Send a Man
To

y

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
and San Jose Market: ftno doxen.
Con-ro-

"HENRY'S

bebber" "optTcian
Citizens Bank Bldff.

WANTED Experienc
ed Soanish salesladies.
J.
Penney Co.
BryantY Delivery
DOZIER

M

WANTED
Coal mine mechanics and
armature winder. Write or

apply to

H. C. SCHICK,

Superintendent Albuquerque
and Cerrillos Coal Company,

Madrid, N. M.

;

ta-- J;

GIELITZ

LOUIS

DELIVERY

stress to laKe cnargc m
room. AdoIy at
ECONOMIST.

Replace That Broken Window

Glass.
LUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
42S N. First.
Phoue 421.

DELIVERY
TELL
Country Eggs, doz...
ii'nuum. oil "mm ulnt. and three
Phone 939.
troubles.
Your
baegage
ounce cans
ComiKtund
Ijard,
lbs...,
!
11.25
K Ilia
I .I
$2.55
Compound Lard, 10 lbs
Silver IjCBI uara, a ion.
Silver Iieaf Uiru. l ins.
TV s. fk.m
One gallon solid lacked Apples, 43t
IJiKKl 2
Ills. I'cars,
A
20
DR. H. M. BOWtRS .
Peacliect nnd
tmiifs.
r!n..M
IV,
11(1
1,,',. iia
Apricots
pwlatlilns In
Ontropalhla rtiynlclan,
C.
Ear, Nomi and Throat. Aathraa. Ray
Large can Sliced rineupple ....20c
Oorldrntul
Catarrhnl
Ueafnwa.
Vrxer.
id
walnuts,
,0k
Ufa Bldr. Third and Gold. Baaldenca
lAnni Kjinil. lull.
'
offlea
phone
phone
Hob Wliite Soap, bar
Chinued Ueei. 1 ois....ovi- FOR QUICK SERVICE
30c
1 lb...
Red
Salmon,
PHONE 501
. . .20c
Red Salmon, i lb
.
.
...25e
E-- 0
Corn Hakes, 3 fort
C.
.13KC
Can Hominy
'
targe
TAILOR
THE
.
.
10c
,
11)
PHONE 7M
Uxw' white OutM.
or beon
business
for
WC
Will
.27
open
W. 8. 8.
Wedding Breakfast Coffee
fore July 1st with a complete line
T.lverv unit andilla horses. Trimble's Bulk Peannt Butter, id.
.30c
men's suitof new and
Red Barn.
Walter Baker's Chocolate, lb. , . . .40c
50r ings atU07 South Fourth street,
Baker's Cocoa, lb
Walter
occupied by Green, the
Wanted
Experienced seam FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS formerly
Tailor.
ncr-atio- n

i.

FOR

er

er

e,

RECEPTION WILL BE

L

-

OF

Mtcro-Wtu-re-

IDETHEERog
"The
of the Riviera"

a.

PLANNED

's

the Salvation

Adults

6

joukmali
,apiciL eoi.rOHDiici to5. mohmim
Commissions
Santa Fe, June
were issued yesterday from the
office to the woman's county
council of defense, recently organized
I. H. Rapp, as chairman;
Mrs.
with
Mrs. A. It. Renehan, secretary; Mrs.
Jumos L. Seligman, disbursing officer;
Mrs. it. E. Twitchell, publicity; Mrs.
organization committee; Mrs. Kate Hall, registration; Mrs,
J. M. Diaz, food production and vicFlora Conrad,
tory gardens; Miss
child welfare; Mrs. Lovoland, health
social
and
service; Mrs.
and recreation
A. J. Fisher, patriotic education and
public markets; Mrs. J. H. Wagner,
Liberty Loan and Thrift stamps; Mrs.
Grace B. Ormsbee, .home and foreign
relief; Mrs. Ruth Coleman Miller,
home economics; Mrs. Harry L. Wilson, food conservation and library
work.
The last named wUl select four
teams from Santa Fe county to attend
the Mothers' and Daughters' congress
anA nXari for the sched- at Albuquerque during the last week ules of the teams. George F. Mitchell
.
of June.
will net ac coach for tne sunimei.
"' S. K

of

TOMORROW

"MISSING"

f

santa fe women

'

B THEATER

J. Stuart Blackton

-

defense organized

Members

I.

ord as favoring
duct by heuyy planking, topped win
tarvla or a nae material
It's Hurl's Bet nnd Ktlrrln-to stand the s'rain of traffic. It Is es-- :
timated that the repairs will cost
Play. See Hart Burning Entire
000 or more.
Town.
It Is known by citizens generally
that the money with which to effect
the repairs is not available from the
Ivcy- -'
.Also a Screaming Two-regeneral fund of the city, or any othera
Stone
Comedy.
such
for
used
can
be
fund which
expresspurpose.NThe commissioners however,
"MR. MILLER MUDDLES
ed the sentiment lust night,
that the repairs to the viaduct ure
THROUGH"
of great Impractically essential and use
the pasportance io rienple who
Admission, Adults 10c; Children, 5c
sageway from the highlands to the
MATINEE
lowland's, which Is the only overhead
Adults, 15c, Children, 10c
Admission,
EVENING
bridge over the Santa Fe tracks.
.van. 7:io. 8:S0. Hi P. M.
7.77rr7T7ii.,City Manager itedington' was
to
by the commissioners
cost
on
the
accurate
figures
procure
of ihe improvements and the members
will undertake to
commission
the
of
ALLEGORY OF THE
Interview Santa Fe railway officials
.
atGARDEN for the purpose of learning their ex
WAR
to
the
toward
titude
contributing
pense, it being tne nener that mo comIn financing the
Qlmlnnlo nf Ttvtr.imil'itn Poticention
pany may
School, eager to respond to the call- greatly needed .repairs.
W. S. S.
for intensive farming, and desiring io
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
with the food administration of New Mexico, by promoting 87 REGISTERED UNDER
the Popularity of the War Garden as
RULING FOR YOUNG MEN
patriotic Bervlce, present a Garden
of the
Pageant underA ittheill auspices
Pa.lnml
it f.'l t i On (if NeW
At tin- close of lho registration 4
Mexico, Immaculate Conception school
of all men who have become 21 $
(thlsi evening,
grounds, Thursday
V.W..., ..f !!,. Milk,... .Illlv .1 IUIT $
June 6, 1918, at sunset. Mrs. N. J.
THROUGH PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
last iilnlit the registrars rcKrtod
Strumquist, Jr,, director.
S
men had
that only eight.
Order of Pi'ogrum.
registered in Bernalillo county. &
Selection Indian School Band.
i
small- rv
uiitiilier
n
much
'llil.
Rev. A. Mandalarl, S. J., Introduces
cr Hum was exH'clcl for this
Major Toulouse as proxy for Hon.
county.
Ralph C. Ely, Food Administrator for
As mi explanation of Hie ex- - ?
From the Tremendously Successful Novel by
New Mexico.
H is s
trcniclv
in
light
garregistration
Pageant of entire company
MRS. HUMPHREY WARD
snid that (luring Hie paxt Iwo
den allegory Symbolic of concerted
weeks Hie recruiting stations,
,
work.
s Imilt arinv and iiiivv. have had &
Pageant Groups.
A Love That Passeth All Understanding Kept Green the
unusually large numlx-i- of en- Famine Suggestive of the world $ an
s
or
tutu
men
listmeiits
among
need for food.
Memory of the Man Recorded "MISSING"
luul not 8
class. The registrars
Scouts Spreading the Presidents
Ihelr records last
completed
D.nr.inmgiinii for intensive Farming,
T
night but expect hy today to have
and putting the ghouls of Famine to
1U
15
on
to 11
names
of
the
S.thc
regitdrants
i.eaocr.
scotii
rout. Ralph Murron,
anil in tabulated form. They e
Farmers Coming to the rescue of ? file
Cents
1 n fi...AWmrccinn
were not able to slate whether
the hungry.
nrownies any S niiy men had "dodged" the regisSpirits of the F.artn
traiion.
men v Farth Children prepare the soil
of planting time.
the
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WalMrs. H. L. Buskey, 722 South
debut today
ter street, will make her woman
tax,
as Albuquerque's first
audriver. She took out the license, yesthorizing her to drive the taxi, Mrs.
Although
terday afternoon.
for a
Buskey has never driven taxis uuto
living she is an experienced
Mrs. Buskey s husband died
driver.
to
about four weeks ago.sheCompelled
decided that
make her own living,
driving a taxi would be a good profession for a woman.
Because her car is only a five-pa- s
lmu s
senger, Mrs. Buskey win noi
as much as other drivers when the
Her prices
ear is hired by the hour. twenty-five
for special trips will be
the
cents however. For
present Mrs.
of
Buskey will keep the car In front
her home when not In use. Persons
wanting service may call her there.
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city commissioners last nght. Mr.
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CARD OF THANKS.

SI914 South First. NIc clean rooms;
We wish to thank our many friends ftiglit housekeeping rooms. Phono 221.
and relatives for their kindness and
ur a
during the Illness and death fclTY ELECTRIC SHOE, SHOP
THE PARIS SHOE STORE svmnathv
of our mother. Heraclia , Otero de
i
THONK DO I,
P. MATTErCCT. IO Jf. 1ST. 8T. Sanchez, und for the beautiful floral
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
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offerings.
BATCH'S OLD STAND
THE SANCHEZ FAMILY.
Free Call wid Delivery. Phone 1031.
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Mrs. Buskey Will Be

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafe.
club.
Pay your dues to the two-bMartin 4 Thorn. Taxi. Pboue 273.
Mr. J. I'. McMurray will leave
to visit a sinter at Salina, Kans.
l.ouin Zellocfef started to work in
the Santa Ke shops .yesterday as
machinist apprentice.
The Ladies' Aid society of St. Paul's
Euglish Lutheran church will meet at
the church this afternoon at 2:30.
K. D. Tate and Harold Hartman,
machinists in the Santa Fe shops,
have returned from a trip to HI Paso.
Mrs. J. W. Hall, 910 North First
street, is confined to her home with
i lieumatism.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes arrived in Albuquerque yesterday from Santa Fe
to spend several days.
There will be a regular communicaand
tion of Temple lodge No. 6, A. F. MaA. M at 8 o'clock tonight at the
sonic temple.
llarrv Beck arrived in Albuquerque
He InFOR
lsst night from San Martial. with
the MANY APPEALS
tends to leave for the army
next draft contingent.
ASSISTANCE REACH
Marion L. Fox was in the city yesthe
wi;h
connected
business
on
CHARITIES BUREAU
terday
state agricultural college, in which Institution he is a professor.
u
The secretary of the Bureau Of
I'hiirtea Wolf and son. Lewis
Charities reports that a good many
Wolf, are visiting Mrs. Wolf's daugh
let Mis. Lewis Fritz, 201 Kast Lewis ,.rBonH nre coming here now seeking
I'll'l- Among trie wanuerers are a ku
mreet
She has found
Mis. Isaae Banh returned last night muny foreigners.
southern
part Htances where Individuals who had
a trip through the
of the Ktate en business ior tne wuu i,PPn given, or were
n A n tniut trt Hun
miJIIlCIl
riiunn v.
The fire on Mogollon mountain in made in their behalf nnd proceeded to
burnis
Ftlll
solicit aid from various offices and
the (iila national forse:,
particuing, but is under control, according business houses. aOne casehisinwife
and
man,
lar was that of
to word received here yesterday.
Mis. B. W. D. Bryan, 201 North baby who arrived here and wanted the
Kansas.
one
to
on
bureau to send them
Eleventh street, will furnish any
who desires to knit for the Red Cross The secretary told the man she would
find him employment here, but this
with wool.
Assistant District Forester John B. did not suit him and his wife, with the
a
baby in her arms, proceeded to beg,
Johnston returned yesterday from
and by relating a pitiful story manfield trip through the Santa Fe
aged to collect considerable money.
tional forest.
Other Instances have developed
The Ladles' Aid and Missionary sohold a where the secretary said she would
ciety of the Baptist church will church
rind work tor men seeaing am, uui
regular business meeting in the
they always meet such an offtr with
at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
driver,
the excuse that they "can't make
Cosme Aragon, scavenger
was fined $10 in police court yesterenough money here," or give some
day for not keeping a cover on his other evasive answer.
There Is hardly any excuse for an
wagon.
d
man being out of worn
Sergeant Jacob Tyne arrived in rethese days, and while citizens aro at
Tuesday night from a
cruiting trip. He will be in charge of liberty to do as they please about
the local station until further orders. giving aid to nomadic individuals, the
Mrs. F. A. Hubble nnd daughter, bureau of charities would prefer that
tout nieVit for PhlrSlfO. At all such appeals ho
Anit.i
referred there
inChicago they will be joined hy Mar- where they have .the facilities to
see if the apgaret Hubbel, who has been attending vestigateis each caseof and
aid.
worthy
plicant
college at Notre Dame.
The choir of the Lend Avenue
7:30
meet
at
will
OEAfHSJiNO
Methodist
church
FUNERALS
o'clock tonight at the home of the
director, Mrs. L. B. Lackey, 511 North
Miss I;orctt Lynch.
Fifth street.
Miss Loretto Lynch. 19 years old,
Mrs. Mary A. Keleher and daughter,
Miss Julia Keleher, 601 West Fruit daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
avenue, leave this morning for Jemez Lynch, died at 4 o'clock yesterday
morning at the family apartments,
Springs, N. M., where Mrs. Keleher 614
The family
West Iron avenue.
came here from Chicago. The body
was removed to the Fred Crollott undertaking rooms. Funeral arrange-ments have not been completed.
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TODAY ONLY
Pictures and Music
House of High-clas- s

In Commissioners Will Undertake
Business Girls' Team Scores Ordinance Authorizing
ElecWork of Repairing Passage
crease in Rate on City
Yesterday With
Highest
tric Did Not Go Into Effect
Way Between Highlands and
Subscriptions Amounting to
June 1,, Commission Rules,
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$185; Two Others Second.
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Gallup Lnmp
Cerrillos Lump

CASH ONLY
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Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE

$1

Gallup Stove
Cerrillos Stove
-

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL. ,
Wood, Factory WochI, Cord Wood, Jfatlvo Klmlllng, Lime.

